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Abstract
The Ensemble Kalman filter is a sophisticated and powerful data assimilation method
for filtering high dimensional problems arising in fluid mechanics and geophysical sci-
ences. This Monte Carlo method can be interpreted as a mean-field McKean-Vlasov
type particle interpretation of the Kalman-Bucy diffusions. In contrast to more con-
ventional particle filters and nonlinear Markov processes these models are designed in
terms of a diffusion process with a diffusion matrix that depends on particle covariance
matrices.
Besides some recent advances on the stability of nonlinear Langevin type diffusions
with drift interactions, the long-time behavior of models with interacting diffusion ma-
trices and conditional distribution interaction functions has never been discussed in the
literature. One of the main contributions of the article is to initiate the study of this new
class of models The article presents a series of new functional inequalities to quantify
the stability of these nonlinear diffusion processes.
In the same vein, despite some recent contributions on the convergence of the En-
semble Kalman filter when the number of sample tends to infinity very little is known
on stability and the long-time behaviour of these mean-field interacting type particle fil-
ters. The second contribution of this article is to provide uniform propagation of chaos
properties as well as Ln-mean error estimates w.r.t. to the time horizon. Our regularity
condition is also shown to be sufficient and necessary for the uniform convergence of the
Ensemble Kalman filter.
The stochastic analysis developed in this article is based on an original combination
of functional inequalities and Foster-Lyapunov techniques with coupling, martingale
techniques, random matrices and spectral analysis theory.
Keywords : Ensemble Kalman Filter, Kalman-Bucy filter, Riccati equations, ill-
conditioned systems, Mean-field particle models, Sequential Monte Carlo methods, in-
teracting particle systems, random covariance matrices, nonlinear Markov processes.
Mathematics Subject Classification : 60J60, 60J22, 35Q84, 93E11, 60M20, 60G25.
1 Introduction
1.1 The Ensemble Kalman filter
The Ensemble Kalman filter (abbreviated EnKF) has been introduced by G. Evensen in
the seminal article [29] published in 1994. In the last two decades the EnKF has became
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one of the main numerical technique for solving high dimensional forecasting and data
assimilation problems, particularly in ocean and atmosphere sciences [2, 48, 54, 50, 61],
weather forecasting [4, 5, 15, 36], environmental and ecological statistics [28, 38], as well as
in oil reservoir simulations [32, 53, 64, 65, 73], and many others. We also refer the reader
to [9, 27] for recent reviews on Riccati equations, estimation and linear filtering techniques.
The mathematical foundations and the convergence of the EnKF is more recent. It has
started in 2011 with the independent pioneering works of F. Le Gland, V. Monbet and V.D.
Tran [47], and the one by J. Mandel, L. Cobb, J. D. Beezley [58]. These articles provide
Ln-mean error estimates for discrete time EnKF and show that the EnKF converges towards
the Kalman filter as the number of samples tends to infinity. In a more recent study by X.
T. Tong, A. J. Majda and D. Kelly the authors analyze the long-time behaviour and the
ergodicity of discrete generation EnKF using Foster-Lyapunov techniques ensuring that the
filter is asymptotically stable w.r.t. any erroneous initial condition [71]. These important
properties ensure that the EnKF has a single invariant measure and initialization errors of
the EnKF will not dissipate w.r.t. the time parameter.
Beside the importance of these properties, the only ergodicity of the particle process
does not give any information of the convergence and the accuracy of the EnKF towards
the optimal filter as the number of samples tends to infinity.
One of the main objective of this article is to analyze this convergence and quantify the
fluctuation of errors on large-time horizon. We provide uniform Ln-mean error estimates
w.r.t. the time parameter for the sample mean as well as for the sample covariance ma-
trices. Incidentally, the stochastic analysis we have developed also allows to quantify the
stability properties of the Kalman-Bucy filter and the corresponding matrix valued Riccati
equations. These estimates are deduced from the stability properties of a nonlinear diffusion
interpretation of the Kalman-Bucy equations.
To better connect this work with existing literature on nonlinear Markov processes and
particle methods we emphasize that the EnKF can be seen as a mean-field particle inter-
pretation of a nonlinear McKean-Vlasov type diffusion. These probabilistic models were
introduced in the end of the 60s by H. P. McKean [56]. For a detailed discussion on these
models and their application domains we refer the reader to the lecture notes of A. S.
Sznitman [70], the ones by S. Me´le´ard [59], and the more research monograph [23].
The refined convergence as well as the long-time behaviour of nonlinear diffusion pro-
cesses is still an active research area. When the interaction function only enters in the drift
part of the diffusion several results including uniform estimates w.r.t. the time horizon are
available [10, 16, 24, 25, 55]. Most of these works are based on power and sophisticated
coupling methods, nonlinear semigroup analysis, as well as Gamma-two type techniques
and optimal transport theory.
In our context, the Kalman-Bucy filter and the Riccati equation represents the evolution
equations of the mean and the covariance matrices of the random states of a nonlinear
diffusion process. We shall call this process the Kalman-Bucy diffusion. The diffusion part
of this class of processes depend on the covariance matrix of its random states. The recent
techniques developed in nonlinear Markov processes theory are not suited to analyze the
stability of these complex nonlinear processes. To the best of our knowledge the long-
time behaviour of such nonlinear diffusions with covariances matrices depending on the
distribution of the random states remains an open and important research question.
In the present article we initiate the study of the stability of this class of nonlinear diffu-
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sion models. We present a series of functional inequalities to quantify the stability of these
nonlinear diffusion processes. We also analyze the exponential stability of these processes
w.r.t. Wasserstein distances and relative entropy inequalities. The stability properties of
the Kalman-Bucy filter are deduced by a direct application of Jensen type inequalities.
At the level of the particle population model, the EnKF also belongs to the class of
mean-field type particle filters. The stochastic analysis of particle filters and related dif-
fusions Monte Carlo schemes is rather well understood, see for instance [22, 23] and the
references therein. Nevertheless the EnKF strongly differs from particle filters or Sequen-
tial Monte Carlo methods currently used in nonlinear filtering theory, Bayesian inference
and computational physics. Roughly speaking, the EnKF is designed to approximate the
Kalman filter (as well as the extended Kalman filter) for high dimensional problems. In
the reverse angle, particle filters are designed to estimate the nonlinear filtering equation,
and to sample sequentially according to the flow of conditional distributions. In continuous
time settings, the EnKF is an interacting diffusion while particle filters are interacting jump
particle systems. As a result none of the techniques developed in particle filtering theory
applies to analyze the fluctuations of the EnKF uniformly w.r.t. the time horizon. It is
clearly not the scope of this article to compare in full details these two particle filtering
methods. For a more thorough discussion on particle filtering techniques we refer the reader
to [22, 23], and the references therein.
In the same vein, the stochastic analysis developed so far in the literature on more general
classes of mean-field particle methods cannot be used to analyze the uniform convergence
of particle approximating schemes involving interacting covariances matrices. As mentioned
above, the EnKF belongs to this class of nonlinear diffusions with a mean-field particle
interpretation based on interacting covariance matrices of multi-dimensional particles. To
the best of our knowledge the uniform propagation of chaos estimates developed in the
present article seems to be the first result of this type for this class of nonlinear diffusions.
To derive these uniform estimates we develop a novel stochastic fluctuation analysis
which combines Foster-Lyapunov techniques with matrix valued martingale methods, as
well as random matrices and spectral analysis theory. The central idea is to take advantage
of the linear-Gaussian structure of the filtering problem to enter the stability properties of
the signal process and the (nonlinear) Riccati matrix-valued equation into the fluctuation
analysis of the EnKF. We also prove that the stability property of the signal is a sufficient
and necessary condition to obtain uniform propagation of chaos estimates.
1.2 Organization of the article
The article is organized as follows:
Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the Kalman-Bucy filter, the nonlinear diffusion
process interpretation of the filter, as well as the mean-field EnKF particle algorithm. In
Section 3 we state the main theorems of the article.
The first one shows that the sample mean and the random interacting covariance ma-
trices of the EnKF satisfy the same equation as the EnKF and the Riccati equation up to
some fluctuation martingales whose angle brackets only depends on the sample covariance
matrices. These diffusion equations in matrix spaces are pivotal as they allow to analyze
the fluctuations of the EnKF using Foster-Lyapunov and martingale techniques combined
with trace and spectral type inequalities.
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The second theorem provides uniform convergence and propagations of chaos estimates
w.r.t. the time parameters.
Section 4 provides a detailed discussion on our regularity conditions. In section 4.1
we analyze the stability properties and the catastrophic divergence issues of EnFK filters
in terms of global divergence regions and ill-conditioned filtering problems. We analyze
the propagations of the fluctuations induced by the sample covariance matrices in terms
of observer-type filters and stochastic Ornstein-Ulhenbeck diffusions. In control theory, the
terminology ”observer” is often restricted to deterministic models.
As its name indicates a stochastic observer is a stochastic process that uses sensory his-
tory to estimate the true signal; the randomness comes from the fact that the perturbations
of the sensor are random. We design and we analyze the long time behavior of a class of
stochastic observer driven by stochastic covariance matrices. We also discuss some pivotal
semigroup contraction properties in terms of log-norms of matrices. Several illustrations are
provided in section 4.2.
Section 5 discusses the stability properties of Kalman-Bucy diffusions. Section 5.2 is
dedicated with uniform contraction inequalities for the nonlinear semigroups associated
with the Riccati equation and Kalman-Bucy diffusions. Section 5.3 presents some local
functional inequalities to estimate the fluctuations of the models around their steady state
version w.r.t. the Wasserstein distance and the relative entropy.
The remainder of the article is mainly concerned with the proof of the main theorems
presented in Section 3 and Section 5:
Section 6 presents some technical preliminary results used in the further development
of the article. Section 6.1 shows that our regularity conditions that ensures the uniform
convergence of the EnKF is sharp and cannot be relaxed. The section also provides some
uniform convergence estimates on the filter, the signal states, and the Riccati equation. It
also presents some semigroup estimates and related trace inequalities of current use in this
study. Section 6.2 is dedicated to the Riccati equation. We analyze the explicit solution
in the one dimensional case and we present a trace type comparison lemma to analyze
multivariate models.
Section 7 is concerned with the stochastic analysis of the EnKF. Section 7.1 is dedicated
to the proof of the stochastic differential equations EnKF sample mean and the particle
covariance matrices. Section 7.2 is dedicated to uniform moments estimates for the trace
of the particle covariance matrices and the random states of the EnKF. These results are
deduced from a technical lemma, of its own interest; combining Foster-Lyapunov with mar-
tingale techniques to control the moments of Riccati type stochastic differential equations
uniformly w.r.t. the time horizon.
Section 8 is mainly concerned with the detailed proofs of the uniform propagation of
chaos theorem presented in Section 3.
The final section, Section 12, presents a brief summary of the contributions of the article
and proposes an avenue of open research projects.
1.3 Some basic notation and preliminary results
This section provides with some notation and terminology used in several places in the
article. Given some random variable Z with some probability measure µ and some function
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f on some product space Rr, we let µpfq “ EpfpZqq “
ż
fpxq µpdxq be the integral of f
w.r.t. µ or the expectation of fpXq. As a rule any multivariate random variable, say Z,
is represented by a column vector and we use the transposition operator Z 1 to denote the
row vector. Given a distribution on some product space Rr and some measurable function
f from Rr into Rr we set ηpfq “ pηpfiqq1ďiďr the column vector with entries ηpfiq where fi
stands for the i-th coordinate mapping from Rr into R. We also denote by a` “ max pa, 0q
the real part of a number a P R.
We let }.} be the Euclidean norm on Rr, for some r ě 1. We denote by Sr the set
of pr ˆ rq symmetric matrices with real entries, and by Sr` the subset of positive definite
matrices. We let SpecpAq be the set of eigenvalues of a square matrix A. With a slight
abuse of notation we denote by Id the pr ˆ rq identity matrix, for any r ě 1.
We often denote by λipAq, with 1 ď i ď r, the non increasing sequence of eigenvalues of a
symmetric prˆrq-matrix A. We also often denote by λminpAq “ λrpAq and λmaxpAq “ λ1pAq
the minimal and the maximal eigenvalue. We also set Asym :“ pA ` A1q{2 for any pr ˆ rq-
square matrix A. We recall that the norm }A} and logarithmic norm µpAq of an pr1 ˆ r1q-
square matrix A are defined by }A} :“ sup}x}“1 }Ax} and
µpAq :“ inf
!
α : @x xx,Axy ď α }x}2
)
“ λmax pAsymq
“ inf tα : @t ě 0 } exp pAtq}2 ď exp pαtqu
(1)
The above equivalent formulations show that
µpAq ě ςpAq :“ max tRepλq : λ P SpecpAqu
where Repλq stands for the real part of the eigenvalues λ. The parameter ςpAq is often
called the spectral abscissa of A. Also notice that Asym is negative semi-definite as soon as
µpAq ă 0. The Frobenius matrix norm of a given pr1 ˆ r2q matrix A is defined by
}A}2F “ trpA1Aq with the trace operator trp.q.
If A is a matrix r ˆ r, we have }A}2F “
ř
1ďi,jďr Api, jq2 ě }A}2.
We also need to consider the n-th Wasserstein distance between two probability measures
ν1 and ν2 on Rr defined by
Wnpν1, ν2q “ inf
!
E p}Z1 ´ Z2}nq 1n
)
.
The infimum in the above displayed formula is taken of all pair of random variable pZ1, Z2q
such that LawpZiq “ νi, with i “ 1, 2. We denote by Ent pν1 | ν2q the Boltzmann-relative
entropy
Ent pν1 | ν2q :“
ż
log
ˆ
dν1
dν2
˙
dν1 if ν1 ! ν2, and `8 otherwise.
The state transition matrix associated with a smooth flow of prˆrq-matrices A : u ÞÑ Au
is denoted by
Es,tpAq “ exp
»– t¿
s
Au du
fiflðñ BtEs,tpAq “ At Es,tpAq and BsEs,tpAq “ ´Es,tpAq As
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for any s ď t, with Es,s “ Id, the identity matrix. Equivalently in terms of the fundamental
solution matrices EtpAq :“ E0,tpAq we have Es,tpAq “ EtpAqEspAq´1. Observe that for any
s ď r ď t the exponential semigroup property
exp
»– t¿
s
Au du
fifl “ exp
»– t¿
r
Au du
fifl exp
»– r¿
s
Au du
fifl.
The following technical lemma provides a pair of semigroup estimates of the state transition
matrices associated with a sum of drif-type matrices.
Lemma 1.1 (Perturbation lemma). Let A : u ÞÑ Au and B : u ÞÑ Bu be some smooth
flows of pr ˆ rq-matrices. For any s ď t we have
}Es,tpA`Bq}2 ď exp
ˆż t
s
µpAuq du`
ż t
s
}Bu}2 du
˙
In addition, for any matrix norm } ¨ } we have
}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA exp
„
´βApt´ sq ` αA
ż t
s
}Bu} du

as soon as
@0 ď s ď t }Es,tpAq} ď αA exp p´βA pt´ sqq.
These estimates are probably well known but we have not found a precise reference. For
the convenience of the reader, the detailed proof of this lemma is housed in the appendix,
on page 44. For time homogeneous matrices At “ A, the state transition matrix reduces to
the conventional matrix exponential Es,tpAq “ ept´sqA “ Et´spAq.
The norm of EtpAq can be estimated in various ways: The first one is based on the
Jordan decomposition T´1AT “ J decomposition of the matrix A in terms of k Jordan
blocks associated with the eigenvalues with multiplicities mi, with 1 ď i ď k. In this
situation, we have the Jordan type estimate
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď κJor,tpT q eςpAqt (2)
with
κJor,tpT q “
ˆ
_0ďjăn t
j
j!
˙
}T }2}T´1}2 and n :“ _1ďiďkmi
Observe that κJor,tpT q depends on the time horizon t as soon as A is not of full rank. In
addition, whenever A is close to singular, the conditioning number condpT q :“ }T }2}T´1}2
tends to be very large.
A second strategy is based on Schur decomposition U 1AU “ D`T in terms of an unitary
matrix U , with D “ diagpλ1pAq, . . . ;λrpAqq and a strictly triangular matrix T s.t. Ti,j “ 0
for any i ě j. In this case we have the Schur type estimate
}EtpAq}2 ď κSch,tpT q eςpAqt with κSch,tpT q :“
ÿ
0ďiďr
p}T }tqi
i!
(3)
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The proof of these estimates can be found in [52, 72]. In both cases for any  Ps0, 1s and
any t ě 0 we have
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď κpq ep1´qςpAqt (4)
for some constants κpq whose values only depend on the parameters . When A is asymp-
totically stable; that is all its eigenvalues have negative real parts, for any positive definite
matrix B we have
eςpAqt ď }EtpAq}2 ď condpTBq exp
”
´t{}B´1{2TB B´1{2}
ı
with the positive definite matrix
TB “
ż 8
0
eA
1t B eAt dtðñ A1T ` TA “ ´B
In this case, we have ´1{}B´1{2T B´1{2} ě 2ςpAq. The proof of these estimates can be
found in [42] (theorem 13.6 and exercise 13.11).
Recalling the norm equivalence formulae
}A}22 “ λmaxpA1Aq ď trpA1Aq “ }A}2F ď r }A}22
for any pr ˆ rq-matrix A, the above estimates are valid if we replace the L2-norm by the
Frobenius norm.
Most of the semigroup analysis and the contraction inequalities developed in this article
are based on the logarithm norms instead of the spectral abscissa given by the top (real part
of the) eigenvalues. The reasons are twofolds:
Firstly, as its name indicates, the logarithmic norm represents the logarithmic decays
of semigroups w.r.t the L2-norm (cf. (1)). These norms facilitate the stability analysis of
exponential semigroups.
On the other hand, most of the matrix exponential estimates expressed in terms of spec-
tral abscissas involve numerical constants that depends on the norm of the diagonalization
matrix and its inverse, but also on polynomial functions w.r.t. the time parameter. When
the matrix has an ill conditioned eigen-system these constants are generally too large to
obtain an effective useful estimate. We refer the reader to the formulae (2) and (3).
For a more thorough discussion on these norms and their used in the stability analysis
of homogeneous semigroups of the form etA we refer to [79].
We end this section with a couple of rather well-known estimates in matrix theory. For
any prˆ rq-square matrices pP,Qq by a direct application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we
have
|trpPQq| ď }P }F }Q}F . (5)
For any (symmetric and) positive semi-definite pr ˆ rq-square matrices P and Q.
tr
`
P 2
˘ ď ptr pP qq2 ď r tr `P 2˘ and λminpP q tr pQq ď tr pPQq ď λmaxpP q tr pQq . (6)
The above inequality is also valid when Q is positive semi-definite and P is symmetric.
We check this claim using an orthogonal diagonalization of P and recalling that Q re-
mains positive semi-definite (thus with non negative diagonal entries). When both matri-
ces P and Q are negative semi-definite the r.h.s. inequality remains valid if we replace
pλminpP q, λmaxpP qq by pλmaxpP q, λminpP qq.
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2 Description of the models
2.1 The Kalman-Bucy filter
Consider a time homogeneous linear-Gaussian filtering model of the following form#
dXt “ pA Xt ` aq dt ` R1{21 dWt
dYt “ pC Xt ` cq dt ` R1{22 dVt.
(7)
In the above display, pWt, Vtq is an pr1 ` r2q-dimensional Brownian motion, X0 is a r1-
valued Gaussian random vector with mean and covariance matrix pEpX0q, P0q (independent
of pWt, Vtq), the symmetric matrices R1{21 and R1{22 are invertible, A is a square pr1 ˆ r1q-
matrix, C is an pr2 ˆ r1q-matrix, a is a given r1-dimensional column vector and c is an
r2-dimensional column vector, and Y0 “ 0. We also let Ft “ σ pYs, s ď tq be the filtration
generated by the observation process.
It is well-known that the conditional distribution ηt of the signal state Xt given Ft is a
r1-dimensional Gaussian distribution with a a mean and covariance matrixpXt :“ EpXt | Ftq and Pt :“ E `pXt ´ EpXt | Ftqq pXt ´ EpXtqq1˘
given by the Kalman-Bucy filter
d pXt “ ´A pXt ` a¯ dt` Pt C 1R´12 ´dYt ´ ´C pXt ` c¯ dt¯ (8)
and the Riccati equation
BtPt “ RiccpPtq. (9)
defined in terms of the quadratic drift function
Ricc : Q P Sr1 ÞÑ RiccpQq “ AQ`QA1 ´QSQ`R P Sr1
with R “ R1 and S :“ C 1R´12 C. When the dimension of the state is too large, as in most
ocean and atmosphere stochastic models, the solving of the Riccati matrix evolution equation
is untractable. Besides the problem of storing high dimensional matrices, we often need to
resort to spectral technique and change of vector basis to solve analytically the Riccati
equation. For high dimensional problems these spectral techniques cannot be applied and
another level of approximation need to be added. The idea of the EnKF is to replace the
covariance matrices by sample covariance matrices associated with a well chosen mean-field
particle model. These probabilistic models are defined in more details in the next section.
2.2 A nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusion
We consider the conditional nonlinear McKean-Vlasov type diffusion process
dXt “
`
A Xt ` a
˘
dt ` R1{21 dW t ` PηtC 1R´12
”
dYt ´
´
pCXt ` cqdt`R1{22 dV t
¯ı
(10)
where pW t, V t, X0q are independent copies of pWt, Vt, X0q (thus independent of the signal
and the observation path). In the above displayed formula Pηt stands for the covariance
matrix
Pηt “ ηt
“pe´ ηtpeqqpe´ ηtpeqq1‰ with ηt :“ LawpXt | Ftq and epxq :“ x.
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We shall call this probabilistic model the Kalman-Bucy (nonlinear) diffusion process.
In contrast to conventional nonlinear diffusions the interaction does not take place only
on the drift part but also on the diffusion matrix functional. In addition the nonlinearity does
not depend on the distribution of the random states pit “ LawpXtq but on their conditional
distributions ηt :“ LawpXt | Ftq.
Section 5.1 discusses in some details the mathematical foundations of this conditional
nonlinear diffusion process.
We will also check that the conditional expectations of the random states Xt and their
conditional covariance matrices Pηt w.r.t. Ft satisfy the Kalman-Bucy and the Riccati
Equations (8) and (9), even when the initial variable is not Gaussian; that is we have that
E
`
Xt | Ft
˘ “ pXt and Pηt “ Pt. (11)
In other words the flow of matrices Pηt only depends on the covariance matrix of the
initial state X0. This property comes from the structure of the nonlinear process equation
which ensures that the mean and the covariance matrices satisfy the Kalman-Bucy filter
and the Riccati equation. This property simplifies the stability analysis of this process.
Given Pη0 the Kalman-Bucy Diffusion (10) can be interpreted as a non homogeneous
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type diffusion with a conditional covariance matrix Pt “ Pηt that satis-
fies the Riccati Equation (9) starting from P0 “ Pη0 . In this interpretation, the nonlinearity
of the process is encapsulated in the Riccati Equation (9).
A more detailed description of the nonlinear semigroup of (10) is provided in Sec-
tion 5 dedicated to the stability properties of the Kalman-Bucy diffusions (see for instance
Lemma 5.2). If in addition X0
law“ X0 (which is Gaussian) then given Ft the random states
Xt of the nonlinear Diffusion (10) are r1-valued Gaussian random variables with mean pXt
and covariance matrix Pt. Notice that deterministic initial states X0 can also be seen as
Gaussian will a null covariance matrix.
By (11) the stability properties of the Kalman-Bucy filter resume to the stability of the
conditional expectations of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion, the reverse is clearly not true. These
questions are developed in some details in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.
2.3 The Ensemble Kalman-Bucy filter
The Ensemble Kalman-Bucy filter coincides with the mean-field particle interpretation of
the nonlinear diffusion process (10). To be more precise we let pW it, V it, ξi0q1ďiďN be N
independent copies of pW t, V t, X0q. In this notation, the EnKF is given by the Mckean-
Vlasov type interacting diffusion process#
dξit “
`
A ξit ` a
˘
dt`R1{21 dW it ` ptC 1R´12
”
dYt ´
´
pCξit ` cqdt`R1{22 dV it
¯ı
i “ 1, . . . , N (12)
with the rescaled particle covariance matrices
pt :“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙´1
PηNt “
1
N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďiďN
`
ξit ´mt
˘ `
ξit ´mt
˘1
(13)
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and the empirical measures
ηNt :“ 1N
ÿ
1ďiďN
δξit and the sample mean mt :“
1
N
ÿ
1ďiďN
ξit.
We also consider the N -particle model ζt “
`
ζit
˘
1ďiďN defined as ξt “
`
ξit
˘
1ďiďN by
replacing the sample covariance matrix pt by the true covariance matrix Pt (in particular
we have ξ0 “ ζ0).
We end this section with some comments on these particle/ensemble filtering processes.
When C “ 0 the EnKF reduce to N independent copies of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
diffusive signal. In the same vein, for a single particle the covariance matrix is null so that
the EnKF reduce to a single independent copy of the signal. In the case r1 “ 1 we have
E
`}mt ´Xt}2˘ “ 2 VarpXtq and E´}mt ´ pXt}2¯ “ E `}mt ´Xt}2˘` Pt (14)
In these rather elementary situations, the stability property of the signal drift matrix A
is crucial to design some useful uniform estimates w.r.t. the time parameter. The stability
of the signal is a necessary condition to derive uniform estimates for any type of particle
filters [22, 23] w.r.t. the time parameter.
On the other hand by the rank nullity theorem, when N ă r1 the sample covariance
matrix pt is the sample mean of N matrices of unit rank so that it has null eigenvalues.
As a result, in some principal directions the EnKF is only driven by the signal diffusion.
For unstable drift matrices the EnKF experiences divergence as it is not corrected by the
innovation process.
It should be clear from the above discussion that the stability of the signal is a necessary
and sufficient condition to design useful uniform estimates w.r.t. the time horizon.
We shall return to this question in section 6.1.
We also recall that evolution of the conditional distributions of a nonlinear signal given
the observations satisfy a complex nonlinear and stochastic measure valued equation. In
probability and statistics literature this equation is called the Kushner-Stratonovitch non-
linear filtering equation [44, 67]. For linear-Gaussian models the conditional distributions
of the states are Gaussian distributions. The evolution of the conditional expectations and
covariance error matrices resume to the Kalman-Bucy filter [13]. When the signal process
(7) is nonlinear or when its perturbations are non Gaussian its is tempting to design a mean-
field approximation of a nonlinear diffusion defined as in (10) by replacing the linear drift
x ÞÑ Ax`a by a nonlinear one, say x ÞÑ Apxq. Of course, under some appropriate regularity
conditions the sample means converge to the first moment of the nonlinear process at hand.
Unfortunately, it is well-known that this nonlinear diffusion process cannot capture any
of the statistics of the optimal filter.
We easily check this assertion by showing that the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation
associated with the nonlinear process differs from the Kushner-Stratonovitch optimal filter
equation.
Up to the best of our knowledge there does not exist a single result that quantifies the
error between the conditional distributions nor some statistics of the random states of the
particle model with the ones of the optimal filter.
Besides these drawbacks and these open important questions, the EnKF is of current use
in nonlinear settings. This type of stochastic model can be thought as an extended EnKF
approximation scheme.
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The first step to understand these probabilistic models is to ensure the convergence of
the mean-field approximation to the distribution of the nonlinear diffusion. We also refer the
reader to the pioneering article [47] for a discussion on the convergence of these non optimal
mean-field models in the discrete time case. The uniform convergence of these nonlinear
EnKF is still an open important questions for continuous as well as for discrete time filtering
problems. We plan to investigate these questions in a forthcoming article.
3 Statement of the main results
3.1 A stochastic perturbation theorem
Our first main result shows that the stochastic processes pmt, ptq satisfy the same equation
as
´ pXt, Pt¯ up to some local fluctuation orthogonal martingales with angle brackets that
only depends on the sample covariance matrix pt.
Theorem 3.1 (Perturbation theorem). The stochastic processes pmt, ptq defined in (13)
satisfy the diffusion equations
dmt “ pA mt ` aq dt` pt C 1R´12 pdYt ´ pCmt ` cq dtq `
1?
N
dM t (15)
with the vector-valued martingale M t “
`
M tpkq
˘
1ďkďr1 and the angle-brackets
BtxM tpkq,M tpk1qyt “ Rpk, k1q ` pptSptq pk, k1q. (16)
We also have the matrix-valued diffusion
dpt “
`
Apt ` ptA1 ´ ptSpt `R
˘
dt` 1?
N ´ 1 dMt (17)
with a symmetric matrix-valued martingale Mt “ pMtpk, lqq1ďk,lďr1 and the angle brackets
Bt
@
Mpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qD
t
“ pR` ptSptq pk, k1q ptpl, l1q ` pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ptpk, k1q
` pR` ptSptq pl1, kq ptpk1, lq ` pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ptpk, l1q.
(18)
In addition we have the orthogonality property
@1 ď k, l, l1 ď r1
@
Mpk, lq,Mpl1qD
t
“ 0.
This fluctuation type theorem shows that the EnKF and the interacting sample covari-
ance matrices satisfy a Kalman-Bucy recursion and a stochastic type Riccati equation. The
extra level of randomness comes from the fact the particles mimic the random evolution
of the nonlinear McKean-Vlasov type diffusion (10). The amplitude of these fluctuation-
martingales as of order 1{?N , as any mean field type particle process.
In contrast with the optimal Kalman-Bucy filter, the fluctuations of the covariance
matrices may corrupt the natural stabilizing effects of the innovation process defined by the
centered observations increments pdYt ´ pCmt ` cq dtq.
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For partially observed signals we cannot expect any stability properties of Kalman-Bucy
filter and the EnKF without introducing some structural conditions of observability and
controllability on the signal-observation equation (7). When a “ 0 “ c, observe that the
Kalman-Bucy equation (8) implies that
dp pXt ´Xtq “ pA´ PtSq p pXt ´Xtq dt` Pt C 1R´1{22 dVt `R1{21 dWt (19)
The EnKF evolution equation (15) stated in theorem 3.1 shows that the evolution of the
error-vector pmt ´ Xtq has the same form as above by replacing Pt by pt, up to some
fluctuation martingale due to the interacting sample covariance matrices pt and the internal
perturbations of the particles.
This equation shows that the stability properties of these processes depends on the
nature of the eigenvalues of the matrices A´ PtS and A´ ptS.
3.2 Stability of Kalman-Bucy nonlinear diffusions
We further assume that pA,R1{21 q is a controllable pair and pA,Cq is observable, that is the
matrices
”
R
1{2
1 , ApR1{21 q . . . , Ar1´1R1{21
ı
and
»———–
C
CA
...
CAr1´1
fiffiffiffifl (20)
have rank r1. By Bucy’s theorem (cf. theorem 5.6 on p.22), under these conditions Pt
converge exponentially fast to P as t Ò 8. This unique fixed point is called the steady state
error covariance matrix and it satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation
RiccpP q “ AP ` PA1 ´ PSP `R “ 0. (21)
In addition, the matrix difference A´PS is asymptotically stable even when the signal drift
matrix A is unstable. Under the above condition, there exists some parameters υ,$˘ ą 0
such that
$´ Id ď
ż υ
0
eAsReA
1s ds ď $` Id and $´ Id ď
ż υ
0
e´A1sSe´As ds ď $` Id (22)
The parameter υ is often called the interval of observability-controllability.
For a more detailed discussion on these fixed point Riccati equations (a.k.a. algebraic
Riccati equation) and the connexions with optimal control theory, we refer the reader to
[1, 14, 62, 75, 78] and the references therein.
In reference to signal processing and control theory literature we adopt the following
terminology.
Definition 3.2. The Kalman-Bucy filter qXt associated with the initial covariance matrixqP0 “ P is called the steady state Kalman-Bucy filter. The Kalman-Bucy diffusion X˘t
starting from an initial random state X˘0 with covariance matrix qP0 “ P is called the steady
state Kalman-Bucy diffusion.
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It is important to observe that this stationary type filter doesn’t require to solve the
Riccati equation (9). For a more thorough discussion on the stability properties of Kalman-
Bucy filters and Riccati equations we refer the reader to [1, 3, 45, 62, 69, 75, 78]. We also
refer the reader to section 5.3 dedicated to contraction estimates of Riccati semigroups and
related fundamental matrices.
Our main objective is to extend these stability properties at the level of the Kalman-Bucy
nonlinear diffusion.
The conditional distributions ηt of the random states Xt given Ft is a stochastic measure
valued process. In contrast to more conventional nonlinear Markov diffusions, the nonlin-
earity depends on the Ft-conditional covariance matrices. Thus, the computation of the
distribution pit “ LawpXtq of the random states Xt requires to compute the conditional
covariance matrices Pηt .
To study the stability properties of the flow pit it is natural to introduce a copy X˘t of Xt
coupled to Xt by choosing the same observation process, and by only changing the random
perturbations pW t, V tq. In other words pXt, X˘tq are Ft-conditionnally independent.
To describe our main results with some precision we introduce some terminology.
Definition 3.3. Let pPt, qPtq be a couple of solutions of the Riccati Equation (9) starting at
two possibly different values pP0, qP0q. We also denote by pXt, X˘tq be a couple of Kalman-
Bucy Diffusions (10) starting from two random states with covariances matrices pP0, qP0q.
We denote by ppit, p˘itq and pηt, η˘tq the distributions and the Ft-conditional distributions of´
Xt, X˘t
¯
, and we set
pXt :“ E `Xt | Ft˘ and qXt “ E´X˘t | Ft¯ . (23)
Equivalently, p pXt, qXtq are solutions of the Kalman-Bucy Equation (8) running with the
covariance matrices pPt, qPtq. Since Y0 “ 0, the signal state is not observed at the origin.
This clearly implies that
ppi0, p˘i0q “ pη0, η˘0q and pPpi0 , Ppˇi0q “ pPη0 ,Pηˇ0q “ pP0, pP0q.
Using (23) it should be clear that most of the stability properties of the Kalman-Bucy
diffusions (expressed in terms of some convex criteria) can be used to deduce the ones of
their conditional averages but the reverse is clearly not true. For instance using (23), for
any n ě 1 and t ě 0 we readily check that
Wn
´
Lawp pXtq,Lawp qXtq¯ ďWn ppit, p˘itq .
In this context, one of our main result can basically be stated as follows.
Theorem 3.4. Assume the existence of a positive semi-definite fixed point P of (21) s.t.
µpA´ PSq ă 0. For any n ě 1,  Ps0, 1{2s and t ě 0 we have
W2n ppit, p˘itq ď cpq exp rp1´ q µpA´ PSq ts
´
W2n ppi0, p˘i0q ` }P0 ´ qP0}F¯ (24)
for some constant cpq ă 8 whose values depend on the parameter  and on the initial
matrices pP0, qP0q.
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The proof of this theorem is provided in section 10.
In the further development of this section we let pηt, η˘tq be the Ft-conditional probability
distributions of a couple of Kalman-Bucy diffusions
´
Xt, X˘t
¯
starting from two Gaussian
random variables pX0, X˘0q with covariance matrices
´
P0, qP0¯. Also let p pXt, qXtq be the
Kalman-Bucy filters associated with a couple of Riccati equations starting at
´
P0, qP0¯.
Theorem 3.5. Assume that the algebraic Riccati Equation (21) has a positive definite fixed
point P and µpA´PSq ă 0. In this situation, there exists some t0 and some finite constant
c that depends on pP0, P q such that for any t ě t0 and any  Ps0, 2s we have the quenched
almost estimate
Ent pηt | η˘tq ď cpq
”
exp pp1´ qµpA´ PSqtq }P0 ´ qP0}F ` } qXt ´ pXt}2ı (25)
In addition, for any t ě t0 and any  Ps0, 1{2s we have the annealed estimate
Ent ppit | p˘itq ď cpq exp pp1´ qµpA´ PSqtq
´
W22 ppi0, p˘i0q ` }P0 ´ qP0}F¯ (26)
In the above display, cpq stands for some finite constant whose values depend on the pa-
rameter  and on the initial matrices pP0, qP0q
We easily check (26) using (24), (25) and the convexity property of the relative entropy
Ent pνK1 | νK2q ď
ż
νpdyq Ent pK1py, .q | K2py, .qq
which is valid for any Markov transitions Kipy, dxq from Rr2 into Rr1 and any probability
distribution ν on Rr2 . In the above display pνKiq stands for the probability measures on
Rr1 defined by the transport formula
pνKiqpdxq :“
ż
νpdyqKipy, dxq.
The proof of the almost sure estimate (25) is provided in section 11.
3.3 An uniform propagation of chaos theorem
The EnKF avoid the numerical solving of the Riccati equation (12) or the use of the steady
state P by using interacting sample covariance matrices. Even when pξi0q1ďiďN are inde-
pendent copies of a Gaussian random variable X0 with the steady covariance matrix, the
initial sample covariance matrices pt defined in (13) fluctuates around the limiting value P .
These random fluctuations of the sample covariance matrices pt eventually corrupt the
stability in the EnKF, even if the filtering problem is observable and controllable in the con-
ventional sense. For instance, in practical situations the empirical covariance matrices may
not be invertible for small sample sizes. This simple observation shows that the Lyapunov
theory based on inverse of covariance matrices developed in [3, 7, 51] cannot be applied in
the context of EnKF.
In practice, it has also been observed that fluctuations of the sample-covariances of the
EnKF eventually mislead the natural stabilizing effect of the observation process in the
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Kalman-Bucy filter evolution. These fluctuations induce an underestimation of the true
error covariances. As a result the EnKF ignores the important information delivered by the
sensors. This lack of observation also leads to the divergence of the filter.
Last but not least, from the numerical viewpoint the Kalman-Bucy filter and the EnKF
are also know to be non robust, in the sense that arithmetic errors may accumulate even if
the exact filter is stable.
All of these instability properties of the EnKF are well known. They are often referred
as the catastrophic filter divergence in data assimilation literature. For a more thorough
discussion on these issues we refer the eader to the articles [34, 39, 57], and the references
therein. As mentioned by the authors in [39], ”catastrophic filter divergence is a well-
documented but mechanistically mysterious phenomenon whereby ensemble-state estimates
explode to machine infinity despite the true state remaining in a bounded region”. The
second main result of this article is to provide uniform propagations of chaos properties
w.r.t. the time horizon. To this end, we assume that the following observability condition
is satisfied:
pSq S “ ρpSq Id for some ρpSq ą 0. (27)
Under this condition, we have
µpAq ´ ρpSq λmaxpP q ď µpA´ PSq ď µpAq ´ ρpSqλminpP q ď µpAq (28)
This shows that µpA´PSq ă 0 as soon as µpAq ă 0. When µpAq ą 0, it is also met as soon
as µpAq ď ρpSqλminpP q.
Several examples of sensor models satisfying this condition are discussed in section 4.2.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that the observability condition pSq is met and µ pAq ă 0. In this
situation, for any n ě 1 and any sufficiently large N we have the uniform estimates
sup
tě0
E r}pt ´ Pt}nF s
1
n ď cpnq{?N and sup
tě0
E
“}ξ1t ´ ζ1t }n‰ 1n ď c1pnq{?N. (29)
When condition pSq is not necessarily met but the signal-drift matrix A is stable we have
the uniform estimate
µ pAq ă 0 ùñ @1 ď n ă 1` N ´ 1
2r1
λminpSq
λmaxpSq suptě0 E prtrpptqs
nq ď cpnq
(cf. proposition 7.2). The proof of the estimates (29) relies on the observability condition
(S). This condition is satisfied for any filtering problem with r1 “ r2 with an invertible
matrix C, up to a change of basis; see for instance (38).
We conjecture that condition (S) is purely technical and can be relaxed for stable signal-
drift matrices. For unstable drift matrices the form of the matrix S may also corrupt the
regularity of the sample covariance matrices. We already know that for r1 ą N the matrices
pt have necessarily at least one null eigenvalue, so that the number of null eigenvalues of
ptS is more likely to be larger when S is not of full rank.
The following corollary is a consequence of (29).
Corollary 3.7. Under the assumptions stated in theorem 3.6, for any n ě 1 we have the
uniform estimates
sup
tě0
Wn
`
Lawpξ1t q, ηt
˘ ď cpnq{?N and E´ˇˇηNt pfq ´ ηtpfqˇˇn¯ 1n ď c1pnq{?N (30)
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for any 1-Lipschitz function f on Rr1. In particular, this implies that
sup
tě0
E
”
}mt ´ pXt}nı 1n ď cpnq{?N. (31)
Inversely the uniform estimates (31) implies that µpAq ă 0 as soon as R ­“ 0 “ C.
The detailed proof of Theorem 3.1 is postponed to Section 7.1. The proof of Theorem 3.6
is based on uniform moments estimates developed in Section 7.2. The detailed proof of the
uniform estimates (29) is presented in full details in Section 8.
It is important to observe that all the Ln-mean error estimates between the sample
covariance p0 and P0, as well as the ones between the sample meanm0 and pX0, are immediate
for t “ 0 (as a direct application of the law of large numbers for independent random
sequences).
A discussion on the stability condition µ pAq ă 0 is provided in Section 6. In Section 6.1
we will show that this condition cannot be relaxed to derive uniform estimates (31) as soon
as R ­“ 0 and C “ 0. The strong observability condition (S) is discussed in some details in
section 4. Section 4.1 is dedicated to the stability of stochastic observer processes defined as
the Kalman-Bucy diffusion (8) by replacing Pηt by a flow of stochastic covariance matrices.
Several illustrations are presented in section 4.2.
We also emphasize that the conditions (S) and µpAq ă 0 are only used to derive uniform
estimates w.r.t. the time horizon. Without these conditions the statements of theorem 3.6
and corollary 3.7 remains valid without the supremum operations w.r.t. the time parameter.
In this general situation, the constants cpnq and c1pnq are replaced by some constants ctpnq
and c1tpnq whose values depend on the time horizon.
4 Some comments on our regularity conditions
The stability analysis of diffusion processes is always much more documented than the ones
on their possible divergence. For instance, in contrast with conventional Kalman-Bucy
filters, the stability properties of the EnKF are not induced by some kind of observability or
controllability condition. The only known results for discrete generation EnKF is the recent
work by X. T. Tong, A. J. Majda and D. Kelly [71]. One of the main assumptions of the
article is that the sensor-matrix is of full rank. The authors also provide a concrete numerical
example of filtering problem with sparse observations for which the EnKF experiences a
catastrophic divergence.
The stability of linear dynamical systems with time varying drift-matrices At is much
complex than the one of time homogeneous models. In our context, the drift-matrix are
also random since they encapsulates the fluctuations of the stochastic covariance matrices.
As shown in [37] the fact that the real part of the spectrum of At is negative is neither
necessary nor sufficient for the exponential stability of the system. It may even happen that
the semigroup of the system is unstable even if the real part of the eigenvalues of At remain
negative for all times. Inversely the system may be stable even when one of the eigenvalue
is positive for all times.
The analysis of the exponential stability of time varying linear system requires to es-
timate the variations of the matrices At w.r.t. the time parameter. All type of sufficient
conditions stated in [12, 18, 37, 41, 43, 63] are restricted to deterministic systems, and
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thus cannot be applied to interacting diffusion processes. They are also based on conti-
nuity/tightness type properties, as well as on piecewise smoothness properties or on the
uniform boundedness of the velocity field BtAt. These regularity properties doesn’t hold for
stochastic diffusions. In our context, the fluctuation matrices are given by
Qt :“
?
N ppt ´ Ptq P Sr1 ðñ pt “ Pt ` 1?
N
Qt P Sr`1 (32)
Our next objective is to initiate a more refined mathematical analysis to understand
these divergence properties in terms of global divergence properties, locally ill-conditioned
filtering models, and stochastic type observers.
4.1 Stable and divergence regions
To clarify the presentation, we further assume that the Kalman-Bucy and the Riccati equa-
tion start at the steady state P0 “ P .
Let Zt be some observer type process defined as (8) by replacing Pηt by some covariance
matrix of the form pP `Qtq P Sr`1 , for some flow of symmetric matrices Qt P Sr1 mimicking
the fluctuation matrices (32). In other words, the matrices Qt reflects the fluctuations of
the empirical covariance matrices pt around the steady state P .
In this case we have
dZt “ rA Zt ´ pP `QtqSpZt ´Xtqs dt` pP `Qtq C 1R´1{22 dVt (33)
When Qt “ 0, the null matrix, the process Zt resumes to the steady state Kalman-Bucy
filter. We set
A´ pP `QtqS “ A´QtS with A :“ A´ PS and Et :“ exp
»– t¿
0
pA´QsSqds
fifl.
The vector error process Zt :“ Zt´Xt is given by the stochastic Ornstein-Ulhenbeck process
dZt “ pA´QtSq Zt dt `
?
2 dWt ñ Zt “ Et Z0 `
?
2
ż t
0
EtE
´1
s dWs
In the above display Wt stands for diffusion
Wt :“ pW t ´Wtq{
?
2` pP `QtqC 1R´1{22 pVt ´ V tq{
?
2
law“ Wt ` pP `QtqC 1R´1{22 Vt
with covariance matrices Rt “ I ` pP `QtqSpP `Qtq. When the flow of matrices Qt enter
into the set
Qdiv “
 
Q P Sr1 : ςpA´QSq ą 0
(
(34)
the observer experiences a divergence in at least one of the principal directions. Notice that
}Et}2 ď exp
„ż t
0
µpA´QsSq ds

(35)
This semigroup estimate allows to quantify the stability of the process Zt as soon as µpA´
QsSq ă ´δ for some δ ą 0 for sufficiently large time horizons.
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One natural strategy is to analyze the contraction properties of the stochastic flow Et
generated by the stochastic matrices A ´ QtS and their logarithmic norms µpA ´ QtSq.
More precisely, under the strong observability condition (S) stated in (27) we have
µpA´QsSq ď µpAq ` ρpSq µp´pP `Qsqq ď µpAq ă 0 (36)
as soon as µpAq ă 0, for any possible symmetric fluctuations Qs s.t. P `Qs ě 0.
This shows that for stable signal-drift matrices µpAq ă 0 the condition (S) ensures
that the stochastic observer is both theoretically and numerically stable for any type of
fluctuations Qs. The same reasoning will be used to show that the stability of the signal is
transferred to the EnKF filter.
Without condition pSq is easy to work out several examples of 2-dimensional filtering
problems with a stable-drift matrix µpAq ă 0 and such that µpA´QsSq ą 0 ą λminppA´
QsSqsymq for some flow of symmetric matrices Qs s.t. P `Qs ě 0. In this context, even if
the EnKF is numerically stable it is difficult to analyze theoretically this class of locally ill
conditioned models using spectral and semigroup techniques.
In the reverse angle, in practical situations the EnKF generally experiences severe diver-
gence when µpAq ą 0 ą µpAq. In this situation, we already know from (14) that we cannot
expect to have uniform propagation of chaos estimates for any fluctuation matrices. Also
observe that`
(S) and µpAq ă 0˘ ùñ µpA´QsSq ă µpAq ` ρpSq µp´Qsq ă µpAq ă 0
for any positive semidefinite fluctuations Qs ě 0 around the steady state P . Unfortunately,
we cannot ensure that the fluctuations of the sample covariance matrices are always positive.
As mentioned above, the pivotal semigroup estimate (35) requires to estimate the log-
arithmic norm of the stochastic flow of matrices A ´ QtS. Several technical difficulties
arise:
The first one comes from the fact that ςpAq ă 0 doesn’t implies that µpAq ă 0, since
A ­“ A1. When µpAq ą 0 the steady state Kalman-Bucy is locally ill-conditioned, in the
sense that the worst fluctuation around the true signal behave like exp
“
µpAq∆t‰ is a short
transient time ∆t. This local divergence property may occur even when all the eigenvalues
of A or even the ones of A are negative. This indicates that it is hopeless to analyze the
stability of the Kalman-Bucy filters estimates based on the semigroup inequality (35) for
such ill-conditioned systems. We are faced to the same issues if we try to quantify the
propagations of the fluctuation Qt in the system. Some illustrations are discussed in the
appendix, on page 47
This discussion indicates that the stability property µpAq ă 0 and the observability
condition (27) seem to be essential to control the fluctuations of the EnKF sample covariance
matrices for any number of samples. These conditions also ensure the semigroup contraction
properties needed to derive uniform Ln-mean error estimates of the EnKF particle filter.
4.2 Full observation sensors
When the observation variables are the same as the ones of the signal; the signal observation
has the same dimension as the signal and resumes to some equation of the form
dYt “ b Xt dt` σ2 dVt (37)
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for some parameters b P R and σ2 ą 0. These sensors are used in data grid-type assim-
ilation problems when measurements can be evaluated at each cell. These fully observed
models are discussed in section 4 in [35] in the context of the Lorentz-96 filtering problems.
These observation processes are also used to the article [8] for application to nonlinear and
multi-scale filtering problem. In this context, the observed variables represents the slow
components of the signal. When the fast components are represented by a some Brownian
motion with a prescribed covariance matrix, the filtering of the slow components with full
observations take the form (37).
The sensor model discussed in (37) clearly satisfies condition (27) with the parameter
ρpSq “ pb{σ2q2. This rather strong condition (27) ensures that these fluctuations doesn’t
propagate w.r.t. the time parameter, regardless of the initial data. Under this condition we
shall prove that the particle EnKF has uniformly bounded Ln-moments for any n ě 1 (see
for proposition 7.2).
We emphasize that the observability condition (27) is satisfied when the filtering problem
are similar to a fully observed sensor model; that is, up to a change of basis functions. More
precisely, any filtering problem (7) with r1 “ r2 and s.t. C :“ pR´1{22 Cq is invertible can
be turned into a filtering problem equipped with an identity sensor matrix; even when the
original matrix S “ C 1R´12 C “ C1C doesn’t satisfies (27). To check this claim we observe
that
Yt :“ R´1{22 Yt and Xt :“ CXt ùñ
#
dXt “ A Xt dt`R1{21 dWt
dYt “ Xt dt` dVt (38)
with the signal drift matrix A :“ CAC´1 and the diffusion covariance matrix R1 :“ CR1C1.
In this situation the filtering model pXt,Ytq satisfies (27) with S “ Id ñ ρpSq “ 1. The
link between the logarithmic norm of A and the original signal drift matrix A is given by
the formula
µpAq “ 1
2
λmax
´
CAC´1 ` `CAC´1˘1¯
For orthogonal matrices C we have µpAq “ µpCAC1q “ µpAq. Otherwise, the condition
µpAq ă 0 depends on the triplet of matrices pA,C,R2q associated with the original filtering
problem. For instance, when r1 “ r2 “ 2, R2 “ Id and a symmetric negative definite drift
matrix A, the condition µpAq ă 0 is equivalent to the fact that
A1,1 ă 0 and A1,1A2,2 ą A21,2 (39)
For sensor matrices of the form C “
ˆ
1 0
0 β
˙
, for some β ­“ 0, condition µpAq ă 0 takes
the strongest form
A1,1 ă 0 and A1,1A2,2 ą
ˆ
β ` β´1
2
˙2
A21,2
To better understand the importance of the matrix S introduced in (9) observe that
d pXt “ ´A pXt ` a¯ dt` Pt pdY t ´ S pXtdtq (40)
with the r1-dimensional observation process Y t given by
Y t :“ C 1R´12 Yt ùñ dY t “ S Xt dt` C 1R´1{22 dVt
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Let us assume that r1 “ 1 ă r2 “ 2, and the p2ˆ 1q-sensor matrix is given by
C “ r1, αs for some α P R.
For unit diffusion covariance matrices the partially observed filtering systems pXt, Ytq and
pXt, Y tq observable as soon as
A1,2 ` αA2,2 ­“ α pA1,1 ` αA2,1q. (41)
Nevertheless, in this situation the diffusion matrix S “
„
1 α
α α2

of this new 2-dimensional
Y t is no more invertible. This shows that these 1-dimensional partial observations models
cannot be turned into regular 2-dimensional sensors. These 2-dimensional filtering problems
equipped with a 1-dimensional sensor are one of the simplest examples of controllable and
observable filtering problems that doesn’t satisfy the observability condition (27) even if the
signal drift is stable.
5 Stability properties of Kalman-Bucy diffusions
5.1 Kalman-Bucy diffusions
As noticed in the introduction, the Kalman-Bucy Diffusion (10) strongly differs from conven-
tional nonlinear diffusion processes. The evolution of this new class of probabilistic models
depend on the Ft-conditional distribution of the random states.
This section provides a more detailed discussion on this new class of nonlinear McKean-
Vlasov type diffusions with Ft-conditional distribution interactions.
Definition 5.1. Let ϕs,t be the dynamical semigroup of the Riccati Equation (9) given for
any s ď t by
ϕs,tpPsq “ Pt and set ϕ0,t “ ϕt.
Next lemma shows that the Kalman-Bucy Diffusion (10) is well-posed.
Lemma 5.2. Consider the non homogeneous diffusion given by
dXt “
`
A Xt ` a
˘
dt ` R1{21 dW t ` ϕtpP0qC 1R´12
´
dYt ´
´
pCXt ` cqdt`R1{22 dV t
¯¯
where pW t, V t, X0q are independent copies of pWt, Vt, X0q and P0 “ Pη0. In this situation,
we have
ηt :“ LawpXt | Ftq ùñ Pηt “ ϕtpP0q and E
`
Xt | Ft
˘ “ pXt
where pXt stands for the solution of the Kalman-filter (8) driven by the solution Pt “ Pηt of
Riccati Equation (9) starting at P0 “ Pη0.
Proof. By construction, we have
dE
`
Xt | Ft
˘ “ `A E `Xt | Ft˘` a˘ dt` ϕtpP0q C 1R´12 `dYt ´ `CtE `Xt | Ft˘` c˘ dt˘ .
(42)
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We set rXt :“ Xt ´ E `Xt | Ft˘. In this notation we have
d rXt “ “A ´ ϕtpP0qC 1R´12 C‰ rXt dt ` R1{21 dW t ´ ϕtpP0q C 1R´1{22 dV t.
This implies that
d
´ rXt rX 1t¯ “ “A´ ϕtpP0qC 1R´12 C‰ rXt rX 1t dt ` ” R1{21 dW t ´ ϕtpP0q C 1R´1{22 dV tı rX 1t
` rXt rX 1t “A´ ϕtpP0qC 1R´12 C‰1 dt ` rXt ”R1{21 dW t ´ ϕtpP0q C 1R´1{22 dV tı1
` “R1 ` ϕtpP0q C 1R´12 CϕtpP0q‰ dt.
This shows that the covariance matrix
Qt :“ Pηt :“ E
´ rXt rX 1t | Ft¯ “ E´ rXt rX 1t¯
does not depend on the observation process. In addition, taking the expectations in the
above displayed formula
BtQt “ AQt `QtA1 ´ ϕtpP0qSQt ´QtSϕtpP0q ` ϕtpP0qSϕtpP0q `R.
We set
Ut :“ Qt ´ ϕtpP0q.
In this notation, we find that
BtUt “ AUt ` UtA1 ´ ϕtpP0qSUt ´ UtSϕtpP0q “ pA´ ϕtpP0qSqUt ` Ut pA´ ϕtpP0qSq1 .
The solution is given by
Ut “ exp
¨˝
t¿
0
`
A´ Pϕspη0qS
˘
ds‚˛U0
¨˝
exp
¨˝
t¿
0
`
A´ Pϕspη0qS
˘
ds‚˛˛‚1 .
This shows that
Q0 “ Pη0 ðñ @t ě 0 Qt “ ϕtpP0q.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
5.2 Stable signal processes
This short section provides some rather elementary contraction inequalities when the drif-
matrix of the signal process is stable w.r.t. the log-norm. Next proposition presents some
global Lipschitz property.
Proposition 5.3. For any time horizon t ě 0 we have the Lipschitz properties
pSq and µpAq ă 0 ùñ }Pt ´ qPt}F ď exp p2µpAqtq }P0 ´ qP0}F . (43)
In addition for any n ě 1 we have
W2n ppit, p˘itq ď exp pµpAqt{2q
”
W2n ppi0, p˘i0q ` c }P0 ´ qP0}F ı (44)
for some finite constant c.
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The detailed proofs of (43) and (44) are provided in Section 9.
Rewritten in terms of the Riccati semigroup, by (23) we have
(43) ô |Pt ´ qPt| “ |Pηt ´ Pη˘t | “ |ϕ0,tpPpi0q ´ ϕ0,tpPp˘i0q| ď e2µpAqt }Ppi0 ´ Pp˘i0}F .
Of course there exist many distributions with a prescribed covariance matrix. Next
lemma provides some Lipschitz properties of the trace and the Frobenius norm w.r.t. the
Wasserstein metric. These properties allow to quantify the continuity property of the co-
variation matrices w.r.t. a given distribution.
Lemma 5.4. For any probability distributions ppi0, pˇi0q on Rr1 we have the regularity property`
4´1 |trpPpi0 ´ Ppˇi0q|
˘_ }Ppi0 ´ Ppˇi0}F ď W2ppi0, pˇi0q }pˇi0pe2q}1{2 ` 2´1{2 W2ppi0, pˇi0q2
with the function x “ pxiq1ďiďr1 P Rr1 ÞÑ e2pxq :“ px2i q1ďiďr1Rr1.
The proof of this lemma is rather technical and lengthy, thus it its housed in the appendix
on page 45.
Lemma 5.4 can be used to deduce several functional contraction inequalities w.r.t the
Wasserstein distance between the initial distributions of the Kalman-Bucy diffusion. For
instance, combining Lemma 5.4 with (44) we readily obtain the following proposition
Proposition 5.5. Assume that µpAq ă 0 and pSq is satisfied. In this case, for any t ě 0,
the following nonlinear functional inequality holds :
W2 ppit, p˘itq ď c eµpAqt{2 W2ppi0, pˇi0q
”
1` }pˇi0pe2q}1{2 `W2ppi0, pˇi0q
ı
for some finite constant c.
5.3 Unstable signal processes
The two main theorems stated in section 3.2 (theorems 3.4 and 3.5) show that the nonlinear
Kalman-Bucy diffusions can be stable even when the drift-matrix of the signal is unstable.
The proof of these stability properties rely on Bucy’s analysis of the Riccati equation.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of the Lyapunov inequalities and the
uniform spectral estimates stated in lemma 4 and 5 and theorem 4, in the pioneering article
by R.S. Bucy [13].
Theorem 5.6 (Bucy [13]). When the filtering problem is uniformly observable and control-
lable, for any t ě s ě υ we have the uniform estimates
sup
P0PSr`1
››››››exp
»– t¿
s
pA´ PuSqdu
fifl››››››
2
ď αυ exp t´βυpt´ squ
for some parameters αυ ă 8 and βυ ą 0. In addition, for any t ě 0 we have
}Pt ´ qPt}2 ď αυpP0, qP0q exp t´2βυtu }P0 ´ qP0}2 (45)
for some constant αυpP0, qP0q whose values only depend on pυ, P0, qP0qq.
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These important contributions were published in 1967 by R.S. Bucy in [14].
Combining theorem 5.6 with the perturbation lemma 1.1 we find the following corollary.
Corollary 5.7. Under the assumptions of theorem 5.6 for any  Ps0, 1s, any P0 P Sr`1, and
any s ď t we have the exponential semigroup estimates››››››exp
»– t¿
s
pA´ PuSqdu
fifl››››››
2
ď κ,ςpP0, υq exp pp1´ qςpA´ PSq pt´ sqq (46)
and ››››››exp
»– t¿
s
pA´ PuSqdu
fifl››››››
2
ď κµpP0, υq exp pµpA´ PSq pt´ sqq (47)
In the above displayed formulae the finite constants κµpP0, υq and κ,ςpP0, υq defined by
log κµpP0, υq “ κpq´1 log rκ,ςpP0, υq{κpqs “ }P0 ´ P }2}S}2 αυpP0, P q{p2βυq
with the parameters pκpq, αυpP0, P q, βυq presented in (4) and (45).
We also have
BtpPt ´ qPtq “ pA´ qPtSq pPt ´ qPtq ` pPt ´ qPtqpA´ PtSq1
ñ pPt ´ qPtq “ exp
¨˝
t¿
s
pA´ qPuSqdu‚˛ pPs ´ qPsq
»–exp
¨˝
t¿
s
pA´ PuSqdu‚˛
fifl1 (48)
This readily implies the following result.
Corollary 5.8. Under the assumptions of theorem 5.6 for any  Ps0, 1s and any t ě 0 we
have the exponential semigroup estimates›››Pt ´ qPt›››
2
ď κ,ςpP0, υq κ,ςp qP0, υq exp p2p1´ qςpA´ PSqtq ›››P0 ´ qP0›››
2
(49)
as well as ›››Pt ´ qPt›››
2
ď κµpP0, υqκµp qP0, υq exp p2µpA´ PSqtq ›››P0 ´ qP0›››
2
(50)
with functions Q ÞÑ κµpQ, υq and κςpQ, υq defined in corollary 5.7.
The article [60] also provides a similar exponential decay when qP0 “ P , without the
Lipschitz property w.r.t. the initial covariance matrix, and with half of the order of the rate
of decays to equilibrium stated above.
For completeness and to better connect our work with existing literature on Riccati
differential matrix equations we end this section with some comments on the contraction
theory of Riccati flows w.r.t the Thompson metric.
We recall that the Thompson’s metric (a.k.a. part metric) on the space of definite
positive matrices P1, P2 is defined by
dT pP1, P2q “ log max pMpP1{P2q,MpP2{P1qq
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with
MpP1{P2q :“ inf tu ě 0 : P1 ď u P2u
By a recent article by D.A. Snyder [66] we have
}P1 ´ P2}F ď pexp rdT pP1, P2qs ´ 1q
d
}P1}2F ` }P2}2F
1` exp p2dT pP1, P2qq
ď e dT pP1, P2q
b
}P1}2F ` }P2}2F
The last assertion is valid as soon as dT pP1, P2q ď 1.
Let pPt, qPtq be two solutions of the Riccati equation starting at some possibly different
states pP0, qP0q such that
α´11 qP0 ď P0 ď α2 qP0 ùñMpP0{ qP0q ď α2 and Mp qP0{P0q ď α1
for some α1, α2 ą 0. By theorem 8.5 in [49], for any β ą 0 we have the contraction inequality
R ě β S ùñ dT pPt, qPtq ď e exp´´2aβ t¯ dT pP0, qP0q ď e exp´´2aβ t¯ pα1 _ α2q
ùñ }Pt ´ qPt}F ď e exp´´2aβ t¯ pα1 _ α2q b}Pt}2F ` } qPt}2F (51)
as soon as t ě `2?β˘´1 log pα1 _ α2q. Choosing qP0 “ P and α1 “ 1 ď α :“ α2 we
conclude that
P ď P0 ď α P and R ě β S
ùñ }Pt ´ P }F ď αe e´2
?
β t
`
2}P }F ` e2µpA´PSqt }P0 ´ P }F
˘ (52)
The estimates (51) and (52) are useful as soon }Pt}F is uniformly bounded. This property
is ensured when the filtering problem is uniformly observable and controllable. In this
situation, the exponential rate to equilibrium given in (52) is related to a signal to noise
ratio associated with the pair of matrices pR,Sq.
We have derived a series of quantitive estimates for Kalman-Bucy diffusions. These
estimates can be used to analyze the stability properties of Kalman-Bucy filters. For a
more thorough discussion and a more recent account on the stability of discrete generation
Kalman filters we refer to [19, 11, 68] and the references therein. See also the pioneering
article of Anderson [3], the one by Ocone and Pardoux [60] on the stability of continuous
time Kalman-Bucy filters, as well as the book by H. Kwakernaak, R. Sivan [40].
6 A brief review on Ornstein-Ulhenbeck processes and Ric-
cati equations
6.1 Some uniform moment estimates
Our analysis on the convergence of the EnKF requires that µpAq ă 0. This is not really
surprising. The EnKF is designed in terms of interacting covariance matrices and interacting
Monte Carlo samples based on the signal evolution. When µpAq ě 0 the signal contains an
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unstable component. In this case the fluctuations induced by the Monte Carlo samples may
increase dramatically the global error variances. To analyze these interacting filters based
on an extra level of randomness we need to strengthen the usual condition µpA´ PSq ă 0
discussed in Section 5 to ensure that the signal itself is stable.
Next we show that the condition µpAq ă 0 cannot be relaxed. In the one dimensional
case when C “ 0 the EnKF resumes to N independent copies of the signal and pXt “ EpXtq.
In this case we have
µpAq ě 0 ðñ N E
„´
mt ´ pXt¯2 “ Rp2µpAqq´1 ´e2µpAqt ´ 1¯ ÝÑtÒ8 8.
When µpAq “ 0 we use the convention p2µpAqq´1 `e2µpAqt ´ 1˘ “ t. This shows that, even
for one dimensional Brownian signal motions it is hopeless to try to find some uniform
estimates for the sample mean.
Next we provide a brief discussion on the stability of multi-dimensional signal processes.
For multidimensional filtering problems, the solution of the signal stochastic differential
equation is given by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck formula
Xt “ eAt X0 ´
`
Id´ eAt˘A´1a` ż t
0
eApt´sqR1{2 dWs.
The mean vector and the covariance matrix are given by`
EpXtq `A´1a
˘ “ etA `EpX0q `A´1a˘ and PXt “ etAP0 eA1t ` ż t
0
eAsReA
1s ds.
In signal processing and control theory, the integral in the r.h.s. term is called the control-
lability Grammian. Recalling that }exp ptAq} ď exp pµpAqtq we find that››EpXtq `A´1a›› ď exp pµpAqtq ››EpX0q `A´1a››
and ››››ż 8
t
eAsReA
1s ds
›››› ď exp p2tµpAqq }R}2 |µpAq| .
Recall that ´A´1 “ ş80 etAdt ñ }A´1} ď 1{|µpAq|. Thus, the condition µ pAq ă 0 (and of
course course }a} ă 8) ensures that
lim
tÑ8
››EpXtq `A´1a›› “ 0 “ lim
tÑ8
››››PXt ´ ż 8
0
eAsReA
1s ds
›››› .
It also yields the uniform moment estimates
sup
tě0
E
´
} pXt}n¯ ă 8 and sup
tě0
E p}Xt}nq ă 8 as well as sup
tě0
››PXt ››F ă 8 (53)
for any n ě 1. The last assertion is easily checked using Bernstein inequality
tr
´
eA eA
1¯ ď tr´eA`A1¯ ´ď r1 e2µpAq¯ .
A proof of this inequality result can be found in [26], see also [76, 77] for a more thorough
discussion on trace inequalities.
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6.2 Riccati equations
The Riccati Equation (9) can be solved analytically when for non observed or noise free
signals (i.e. C “ 0 or R “ 0). The situation C “ 0 has already been discussed above. In
this case, Pt “ PXt resumes to the covariance matrix PXt of the signal process.
When R “ 0 solution is given by
Pt “ etA
ˆ
P´10 `
ż t
0
esA
1
S esA ds
˙´1
etA
1 ´ñ Pt “ `P´10 ` St˘´1 when A “ 0¯ .
In more general situations we need to resort to some numerical scheme or to some additional
algebraic development such as the Bernoulli substitution approach to reduce the problem
to an ordinary linear differential equation in 2r1-dimensions. For one dimensional signal
processes (r1 “ 1) Pt coincides with the variance between pXt and Xt. When S ­“ 0 ­“ R the
Riccati equation takes the form
BtPt “ ´S pPt ´ z1q pPt ´ z2q
with the couple of roots
z1 “ A´
?
A2 ` SR
S
ă 0 ă z2 “ A`
?
A2 ` SR
S
.
The solution is given by the formula
Pt ´ z2 “ pP0 ´ z2q pz2 ´ z1q e
´2t?A2`SR
pz2 ´ P0q e´2t
?
A2`SR ` pP0 ´ z1q
ÝÑtÑ8 0. (54)
The above formula underline the fact that the Riccati equation is stable even for unstable
signals, that is when A ą 0. Also observe that
0 ď Pt ď z2 ` pP0 ´ z2q` e´2t
?
A2`SR (55)
as soon as P0 ě 0, where a` :“ max pa, 0q, for any a P R. We check this claim using the
decomposition
Pt ´ z2 “ pP0 ´ z2q pz2 ´ z1q e
´2t?A2`SR
pP0 ´ z2q p1´ e´2t
?
A2`SRq ` pz2 ´ z1q
Assume that S ­“ 0 and let P “ z2 the unique positive fixed point. In this case, we notice
that ´?A2 ` SR “ A´PS ă 0 iff A2^R ą 0 ; and A´PS{2 “ z1S{2 ă 0 iff R ą 0. Our
regularity assumption A´ PS{2 ă 0 cannot capture the case R “ 0 and A ­“ 0.
Another direct consequence of this result is that the minimum variance function t ÞÑ Pt
is uniformly bounded w.r.t. the time parameter. For matrix valued Riccati equation we can
use the following comparison lemma.
Lemma 6.1. We assume that µpAq ă 0. In this situation, we have trpPtq ď gt where gt
stands for the solution of the Riccati equation
Btgt “ 2 α gt ´ β g2t ` r starting at g0 “ trpP0q
with the parameters pα, β, rq “ `µpAq, r´11 λminpSq, trpRq˘.
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Proof. The key idea is to use the commutation inequality
tr pAPt ` PtA1 ´ PtSPt `Rq
“ 2 tr pAsymPtq ´ tr
`
SP 2t
˘` tr pRq ď 2 α trpPtq ´ β ptrpPtqq2 ` r. (56)
In the last display we have used (6). This yields the Riccati differential inequality
BttrpPtq ď 2 α trpPtq ´ β ptrpPtqq2 ` r
from which we conclude that
trpPtq ď gt ` e2αt ptrpP0q ´ g0q with Bgt “ 2 α gt ´ β g2t ` r.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Using theorem 3.4 or Lemma 6.1 we readily deduce the following uniform estimates:
µpAq ă 0 ùñ sup
tě0
trpPtq ă 8 or equivalently sup
tě0
}Pt}F ă 8. (57)
The l.h.s. inequality in (57) is proven using the same analysis as the one of the scalar Riccati
Equation (54). The equivalence property in (57) is a direct consequence of the fact that
}Pt}F “ trpP 2t q ď ptrpPtqq2 ď r1 }Pt}F . The estimate (55) also implies that
0 ď trpPtq ď r1µpAq 1` δ
λminpSq `
ˆ
trpP0q ´ r1µpAq 1` δ
λminpSq
˙
`
exp r2tµpAqδs
with the parameter δ :“
b
1` r´11 rtrpRqλminpSqs {µpAq2. These estimates are useful as
soon as P0 ě P . When P0 ď P we clearly have trpPtq ď trpP q.
7 The Ensemble Kalman-Bucy filter equations
7.1 Sample mean and Covariance diffusions
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the stochastic differential Equations (15)
and (16).
The stochastic diffusion equation of the EnKF sample mean (15) is easily checked using
(12) with the r1-multidimensional martingale defined by
dM t “ 1?
N
ÿ
1ďiďN
R1{2 dW it ´ 1?
N
ÿ
1ďiďN
pt C
1 R´1{22 dV
i
t.
This clearly implies (16). Using (12) we also readily check that
d
`
ξit ´mt
˘ “ pA´ ptSq `ξit ´mt˘ dt` dM it
with the r1-dimensional martingale
dM it :“ R1{2dĂW it ´ ptC 1R´1{22 drV it
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defined in terms of the diffusion processes
ĂW it “W it ´N´1 ÿ
1ďjďN
W
j
t and
rV it “ V it ´N´1 ÿ
1ďjďN
V
j
t .
The angle-brackets xM ipkq,M jpk1qyt associated with the collection of vector valued martin-
gales M it are given by the formulae
BtxM ipkq,M ipk1qyt “
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
pR` ptSptq pk, k1q (58)
and for i ­“ j
BtxM ipkq,M jpk1qyt “ ´ 1
N
pR` ptSptq pk, k1q. (59)
To check this claim we observe that
dM it :“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙ ”
R1{2dW it ´ ptC 1R´1{22 dV it
ı
´ 1
N
ÿ
j ­“i
”
R1{2dW jt ´ ptC 1R´1{22 dV jt
ı
“
ÿ
j
ij
”
R1{2dW jt ´ ptC 1R´1{22 dV jt
ı
with
ij “ 1i“j
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
´ 1
N
1i ­“j
Therefore
dM it pkq “
ÿ
j,l
ijR
1{2pk, lqdW jt plq ´
ÿ
j,l
ijpptC 1R´1{22 qpk, lqdV jt plq
from which we conclude that
BtxM ipkq,M ipk1qyt “
ÿ
j,l
ÿ
j1,l1
ij
i
j1R
1{2pk, lqR1{2pk1, l1q 1j“j1 1l“l1
`
ÿ
j,l
ÿ
j1,l1
ij
i
j1pptC 1R´1{22 qpk, lqpptC 1R´1{22 qpk1, l1q 1j“j1 1l“l1
“
ÿ
j
pijq2
«ÿ
l
R1{2pk, lqR1{2pk1, lq
`
ÿ
j,l
pptC 1R´1{22 qpk, lqpptC 1R´1{22 qpk1, lq
fifl
“
ÿ
j
pijq2 pR´ ptSptqpk, k1q
In the last assertion we have used the symmetry of the matrices R1{2 and
pptC 1R´1{22 qpk1, lq “ pptC 1R´1{22 q1pl, k1q “ pR´1{22 Cptqpl, k1q
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Observe thatÿ
j
pijq2 “
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙2
`
ÿ
j ­“i
1
N2
“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙ˆˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
` 1
N
˙
“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
When i ­“ i1 we have
BtxM ipkq,M i1pk1qyt “
ÿ
j
ij
i1
j pR´ ptSptqpk, k1q
andÿ
j
ij
i1
j “ iii1i ` ii1i1i1 `
ÿ
jRti,i1u
ij
i1
j
“ ´2 1
N
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
` pN ´ 2q 1
N2
“ 1
N
ˆˆ
2
N
´ 2
˙
`
ˆ
1´ 2
N
˙˙
“ ´ 1
N
This ends the proof of the angle-bracket Formulae (58) and (59).
This implies that
d
”`
ξit ´mt
˘ `
ξit ´mt
˘1ı
“ pA´ ptSq
`
ξit ´mt
˘ `
ξit ´mt
˘1
dt` `ξit ´mt˘ `ξit ´mt˘1 pA1 ´ Sptq dt
` `1´N´1˘ pR` ptSptq dt` `ξit ´mt˘ `dM it ˘1 ` dM it `ξit ´mt˘1 .
Summing the indices we find that
dpt “
“pA´ ptSq pt ` pt `A1 ´ Spt˘` pR` ptSptq‰ dt` 1?
N ´ 1 dMt
with
dMt :“ 1?
N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďiďN
”`
ξit ´mt
˘ `
dM it
˘1 ` dM it `ξit ´mt˘1ı .
This ends the proof of (17). To check (18) we set it :“ ξit ´mt. In this notation we have
dMtpk, lq :“ 1?
N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďiďN
“
itpkq dM it plq ` dM it pkqitplq
‰
.
This implies that
pN ´ 1qBtxMpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qy
“
ÿ
1ďi,i1ďN
”
itpkqi1t pk1q BtxM iplq,M i1pl1qyt ` itplqi1t pl1q BtxM ipkq,M i1pk1qyt
ı
`
ÿ
1ďi,i1ďN
”
itpkqi1t pl1q BtxM iplq,M i1pk1qyt ` itplqi1t pk1q BtxM ipkq,M i1pl1qyt
ı
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By (58) and (59) we have
pN ´ 1qBtxMpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qy
“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙ ÿ
1ďiďN
“
itpkqitpk1q pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ` itplqitpl1q pR` ptSptq pk, k1q
‰
`
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙ ÿ
1ďiďN
“
itpkqitpl1q pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ` itplqitpk1q pR` ptSptq pk, l1q
‰
´ 1
N
ÿ
1ďi ­“i1ďN
”
itpkqi1t pk1q pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ` itplqi1t pl1q pR` ptSptq pk, k1qyt
ı
´ 1
N
ÿ
1ďi ­“i1ďN
”
itpkqi1t pl1q pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ` itplqi1t pk1q pR` ptSptq pk, l1q
ı
.
Recalling that
1
N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďiďN
itpkqitpk1q “ ptpk, k1q
and ÿ
1ďiďN
itpkq
ÿ
1ďi1ďN
itpk1q “ 0
ñ 1
N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďi ­“i1ďN
itpkq1tpk1q “ ´ 1N ´ 1
ÿ
1ďiďN
itpkqitpk1q “ ptpk, k1q
we find that
BtxMpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qy
“
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙“
ptpk, k1q pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ` ptpl, l1q pR` ptSptq pk, k1q
‰
`
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙“
ptpk, l1q pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ` ptpl, k1q pR` ptSptq pk, l1q
‰
` 1
N
“
ptpk, k1q pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ` ptpl, l1q pR` ptSptq pk, k1qyt
‰
` 1
N
“
ppk, l1q pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ` ptpl, k1q pR` ptSptq pk, l1q
‰
.
This ends the proof of (18). The last assertion can be checked easily using the fact that
xMpnq,M iyt does not depend on the index i.
This ends the proof of the EnKF differential Equations (15) and (16).
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7.2 Uniform moments estimates
The following technical lemma combines a Foster-Lyapunov approach with martingale tech-
niques to control the moments of Riccati type stochastic differential equations uniformly
w.r.t. the time horizon.
Lemma 7.1. Let Zt be some stochastic processes adapted to some filtration Ft and taking
values in some measurable state space pE, Eq. Let H be some non negative measurable
function on pE, Eq such that
dH pZtq “ LtpHq pZtq dt ` dMtpHq (60)
with an Ft-martingale MtpHq and some Ft-adapted process LtpHq pZtq.
• Assume that
LtpHq pZtq ď 2γ
a
HpZtq ` 3α H pZtq ´ β H pZtq2 ` r
Bt xMpHqyt ď H pZtq
´
τ0 ` τ1 H pZtq ` τ2 H pZtq2
¯
for some parameters α ă 0 and γ, β, r, τ0, τ1, τ2 ě 0. In this situation we have the
uniform moment estimates
1 ď n ă 1` 2 min pβ{τ2, |α|{τ1q ùñ sup
tě0
E pH pZtqnq ă 8
with the convention β{0 “ 8 “ |α|{0 when τ2 “ 0 or when τ1 “ 0.
• Assume that
LtpHq pZtq ď 2τtpZtq
a
H pZtq ` 2α H pZtq ` βt pZtq
Bt xMpHqyt ď H pZtq γtpZtq
for some α ă 0 and some non negative functions pτt, βt, γtq s.t.
δτ,tpnq :“ E pτt pZtqnq 1n ă 8
δβ,tpnq :“ E pβt pZtqnq
1
n ă 8 and δγ,tpnq :“ E pγt pZtqnq 1n ă 8
for any n ě 1. In this situation, we have the estimate
E pH pZtqnq 1n
ď eαt E pH pZ0qnq 1n `
ż t
0
eαpt´sq
“`
δτ,sp2nq2{|α| ` δβ,spnq ` pn´ 1qδγ,spnq{2
˘‰
ds.
Proof. Firstly we observe that
@ ą 0 : 2 γ aHpZtq ď  HpZtq ` 1

γ2.
Choosing  “ |α| ą 0 we find that
LtpHq pZtq ď 2α H pZtq ´ β H pZtq2 ` r ` γ2{|α|.
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For any n ě 1 we have
dH pZtqn “ Ln,tpHq pZtq dt` dMn,tpHq
with the martingale dMn,tpHq :“ n H pZtqn´1 dMtpHq and the drift
Ln,tpHq pZtq “ n
„
H pZtqn´1 LtpHq pZtq ` pn´ 1q
2
H pZtqn´2 Bt xMpHqyt

ď 2nαnH pZtqn ´ nβnH pZtqn`1 ` nρnH pZtqn´1
with
αn “ α` τ1 pn´ 1q
2
ă 0 , βn “
ˆ
β ´ pn´ 1q
2
τ2
˙
ą 0 and ρn “
ˆ
r ` pn´ 1q
2
τ0
˙
ą 0
as soon as 1 ď n ă 1` 2βτ´12 . This implies that
BtEpH pZtqnq ď 2αnE pH pZtqnq ´ βnE
´
H pZtqn`1
¯
` ρnE
´
H pZtqn´1
¯
ď 2αn E pH pZtqnq ´ βn E pH pZtqnq1` 1n ` ρn E pH pZtqnq1´ 1n
and therefore
BtEpH pZtqnq 1n “ 1
n
EpH pZtqnq 1n´1BtEpH pZtqnq
ď 2αn E pH pZtqnq 1n ´ βn E pH pZtqnq 2n ` ρn.
This shows that
EpH pZtqnq 1n ď gn,t ` e2αn
´
EpH0 pZ0qnq 1n ´ gn,0
¯
with
Btgn,t “ 2αn gn,t ´ βn g2n,t ` ρn.
The end of the proof of the first assertion follows the same lines of arguments as the ones
of Lemma 6.1.
Now we come to the proof of the second assertion.
Arguing as above we have
@ ą 0 : 2τtpZtq
a
H pZtq ď  H pZtq ` τtpZtq2{.
Choosing  “ |α| we find that
LtpHq pZtq ď α H pZtq ` βt pZtq ` τtpZtq2{|α|.
Therefore, there is no loss of generality to assume that τtpZtq “ 0 by changing 2α by α and
βt pZtq by βt pZtq ` τtpZtq2|α| . By (60) we have
dH pZtqn “ nH pZtqn´1 LtpHqpZtq dt
`npn´ 1q
2
H pZtqn´2 Bt xMpHqyt dt` nH pZtqn´1 dMtpHq.
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This implies that
BtE pH pZtqnq ď n α E pH pZtqnq
`n
„
E
´
βt pZtqH pZtqn´1
¯
` pn´ 1q
2
E
´
γtpZtqH pZtqn´1
¯
.
Using Ho¨lder inequality we have
E
´
βt pZtqH pZtqn´1
¯
ď E pH pZtqnq1´ 1n E pβnt pZtqq
1
n ď δβ,tpnq E pH pZtqnq1´
1
n .
In much the same way, we have
E
´
γt pZtqH pZtqn´1
¯
ď δγ,tpnq E pH pZtqnq1´ 1n .
This yields the estimate
BE pH pZtqnq ď n α E pH pZtqnq ` n δtpnq E pH pZtqnq1´ 1n
with δtpnq “ δβ,tpnq ` pn´ 1q δγ,tpnq{2. We conclude that
BtE pH pZtqnq 1n “ 1
n
E pH pZtqnq 1n´1 BtE pH pZtqnq ď α E pH pZtqnq 1n ` δtpnq.
The last assertion is a direct application of Gro¨nwall inequality.
The proof of the lemma is now completed
Proposition 7.2. Assume that µpAq ă 0. In this situation we have the uniform trace
moment estimates
1 ď n ă 1` N ´ 1
2r1
λminpSq
λmaxpSq ùñ suptě0 E prtrpptqs
nq ď cpnq
with the convention λminpSqλmaxpSq “ 0 when S “ 0. In addition, when condition (S) is met we
have
sup
tě0
E
´››ζ1t ››2n¯ ď cpnq and sup
tě0
E
´››ξ1t ››2n¯ ď cpnq.
The l.h.s. estimates are valid for any n ě 1, while the r.h.s. ones are valid for 3n ă
1` N´12r1 λminpSqλmaxpSq .
Proof. We set Hpptq :“ trpptq the trace function of the random sample covariance matrices
pt. Using (17) we prove evolution equation
dHpptq “ LpHqpptq dt` 1?
N ´ 1 dMt with Mt :“ trpMtq
and the drift
LpHqpptq :“ 2 tr pAsymptq ´ tr
`
Sp2t
˘` tr pRq .
Following the proof of Lemma 6.1 we also have the estimates
0 ď Bt xMyt “ 4 tr ppR` ptSptqptq ď 4 Hpptq
`
µpRq ` µpSq Hpptq2
˘
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and
LpHqpptq ď 2 α Hpptq ´ β Hpptq2 ` r
with
α :“ 2µpAq ă 0 , β :“ r´11 λminpSq and r :“ trpRq.
The moment estimates of the trace of the sample covariance matrices are now easily checked
using Lemma 7.1.
Now we come to the proof of the moments estimates of the norm of the samples. Notice
that
dξit “
`pA´ ptSq ξit ` a` ptSXt˘ dt` dM ξ,it
with r1-dimensional martingale
dM ξ,it :“ R1{2dW it ` ptC 1R´1{22 d
´
Vt ´ V it
¯
.
We set HpXt, ξtq :“
››ξ1t ››2. In this notation we have
dHpXt, ξtq “ LtpHqpXt, ξtq dt` dMtpHq with dMtpHq “ 2xξ1t , dM ξ,1t y
and
LtpHqpXt, ξtq “ xξ1t , pA`A1 ´ pptS ` Sptqq ξ1t y ` 2xξ1t , a` ptSXty ` tr pR` 2 ptSCptq .
On the other hand
pSq ùñ xξ1t , pA`A1 ´ pptS ` Sptqq ξ1t y ď 2µpAq
››ξ1t ››2 .
Using the inequality
2xx, yy ď 1

}x}2 `  }y}2 (61)
with 0 ă  “ ´µpAq ă ´2µpAq (recall that µpAq ă 0) y “ ξit and x “ a ` ptSXt, we find
that
LtpHqpXt, ξtq ď µpAq
››ξit››2 ` βtpXt, ξtq “ µpAq HpXt, ξtq ` βtpXt, ξtq
with
βtpXt, ξtq “ |µpAq|´1 }a` ptSXt}2 ` tr pR` 2 ptSCptq .
On the other hand we have
}a` ptSXt} ď }a} ` }S} }Xt} }pt} with }pt} ď }pt}F ď trpptq
and
tr ppR` ptSptqptq ď trpptq
´
µpRq ` µpSq ptrpptqq2
¯
.
Combining these estimates with the trace estimates we have just proven and the signal state
uniform moment estimates stated in (53) a direct application of the Lemma 7.1 yields
sup
tě0
E
`}ξ1t }2n˘ ď cpnq.
Notice that the control of the n-th moment of βtpXt, ξtq involves the control of the p3nq-th
moment of the trace of pt. The same analysis applies to ζ
1
t with pt replaced by Pt.
This ends the proof of the proposition.
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8 Quantitative properties
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the uniform estimates presented in Theo-
rem 3.6. The first step is to control and to estimate the fluctuations of the particle covariance
matrices involved in the EnKF filter uniformly w.r.t. the time horizon. In Section 8.1 we
present a key uniform control of the Frobenius norm between the particle covariance matri-
ces and their limiting values. These estimates are used in Section 8.2 to derive the uniform
propagation of chaos properties of the EnKF.
8.1 Particle covariance matrices
Next theorem is pivotal. It describes the evolution of the Frobenius norm of the “centered”
sample covariance matrices in terms of a nonlinear diffusion and provides some key uniform
convergence results.
Theorem 8.1. The Frobenius norm of the sample covariance matrix fluctuations satisfies
the diffusion equation
d}pt ´ Pt}2F “
ˆ
αtpptq ` 1
N ´ 1 βtpptq
˙
dt` 2?
N ´ 1 dMt (62)
with the drift functions
αtpptq :“ 2 tr
ˆ„
pA`A1q ´ 1
2
tppt ` PtqS ` Sppt ` Ptqu

ppt ´ Ptq2
˙
βtpptq :“ 2 rγtpptq ` tr pR` ptSptq tr pptqs γtpptq :“ tr ppR` ptSptqptq
and a martingale Mt with angle bracket
Bt xMyt “ 4trpptppt ´ PtqpR` ptSptqppt ´ Ptqq.
In addition, when µpAq ă 0 and (S) is satisfied we have the uniform mean error estimates
2n ă 1` N ´ 1
2r1
ùñ sup
tě0
E p}pt ´ Pt}nF q
1
n ď cpnq{?N
Proof. By (9) and (17) we have
dppt ´ Ptq “
“
Appt ´ Ptq ` ppt ´ PtqA1 ´ pptSpt ´ PtSPtq
‰
dt` 1?
N ´ 1 dMt
with the martingale Mt with angle brackets defined in (18). Using the decomposition
ptSpt ´ PtSPt “ ppt ´ PtqSppt ´ Ptq ` PtSppt ´ Ptq ` ppt ´ PtqSPt,
we readily check that
Appt ´ Ptq ` ppt ´ PtqA1 ´ pptSpt ´ PtSPtq
“ “A´ 12ppt ` PtqS‰ ppt ´ Ptq ` ppt ´ Ptq “A1 ´ 12Sppt ` Ptq‰ .
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This implies that
d
`ppt ´ Ptq2˘
“ 2 ppt ´ Ptq
"„
A´ 1
2
ppt ` PtqS

ppt ´ Ptq ` ppt ´ Ptq
„
A1 ´ 1
2
Sppt ` Ptq
*
dt
` 1
N ´ 1 rpR` ptSptqpt ` ptpR` ptSptq ` trpptq pR` ptSptq ` ptrpR` ptSptqq pts dt
` 2?
N ´ 1 ppt ´ Ptq dMt.
Taking the trace we find that
d}ppt ´ Ptq}2F
“ 2 tr
ˆ„
pA`A1q ´ 1
2
tppt ` PtqS ` Sppt ` Ptqu

ppt ´ Ptq2
˙
dt
` 2
N ´ 1 rtr ppR` ptSptqpq ` tr ppR` ptSptqq tr pptqs dt`
2?
N ´ 1 dMt
with the martingale
dMt “ tr pppt ´ Ptq dMtq “
ÿ
1ďk,lďr1
ppt ´ Ptqpl, kq dMtpk, lq.
The angle bracket of Mt is computed using (18). More precisely we have
Bt xMyt “ 4tr ppR` ptSptqppt ´ Ptqptppt ´ Ptqq .
We check this claim using the decomposition
Bt xMyt “
ÿ
1ďk,l,k1,l1ďr1
ppt ´ Ptqpl, kqppt ´ Ptqpl1, k1q BtxMpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qyt.
Recalling that
Bt
@
Mpk, lq,Mpk1, l1qD
t
“ pR` ptSptq pk, k1q ptpl, l1q ` pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ptpk, k1q
` pR` ptSptq pl1, kq ptpk1, lq ` pR` ptSptq pl, k1q ptpk, l1q.
and using the symmetry of the matrices ppt, Ptq and pR` ptSptq we find that
Bt xMyt “
ÿ
1ďk,l,k1,l1ďr1
ptpl1, lq ppt ´ Ptqpl, kq pR` ptSptq pk, k1q ppt ´ Ptqpk1, l1q
`
ÿ
1ďk,l,k1,l1ďr1
ppt ´ Ptqpk, lq pR` ptSptq pl, l1q ppt ´ Ptqpl1, k1q ptpk1, kq
`
ÿ
1ďk,l,k1,l1ďr1
ptpk1, lqppt ´ Ptqpl, kq pR` ptSptq pk, l1q ppt ´ Ptqpl1, k1q
`
ÿ
1ďk,l,k1,l1ďr1
ppt ´ Ptqpl, kqptpk, l1q ppt ´ Ptqpl1, k1q pR` ptSptq pk1, lq
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This shows that
Bt xMyt “ 4trpptppt ´ PtqpR` ptSptqppt ´ Ptqq
This ends the proof of the first assertion.
We set Hppt, Ptq “ }pt ´ Pt}2F . In this notation, Equation (62) takes the form
BtHppt, Ptq “ LtpHqppt, Ptq dt` dMtpHq with MtpHq :“ 2?
N ´ 1 Mt
and
LtpHqppt, Ptq “ αtpptq ` 1
N ´ 1 βtpptq.
Under condition (S) we have
tr
`“pA`A1q ´ 12 tppt ` PtqS ` Sppt ` Ptqu‰ ppt ´ Ptq2˘
“ tr `pA`A1qppt ´ Ptq2˘´ ρpSq tr `ppt ` Ptqppt ´ Ptq2˘
Using (6) this implies that
αtpptq ď 2λmax
`
A`A1˘ }pt ´ Pt}2F ď 4µpAq Hppt, Ptq
and by (5) we have
Bt xMpHqyt ď 42pN ´ 1q´1 tr pR` ptSptq tr pptq Hppt, Ptq.
This implies that
LtpHqppt, Ptq ď 4µpAq Hppt, Ptq ` pN ´ 1q´1 βtpptq.
Arguing as in the end of the proof of Proposition 7.2 we also have
sup
tě0
E pβtpptqnq ď cpnq and sup
tě0
E pγtpptqnq ď c1pnq
for any n s.t. 3n ă 1` N´12r1 . Using Lemma 7.1 we conclude that
E
`}pt ´ Pt}2nF ˘ 1n ď cpnq{N.
For odd numbers, we use Ho¨lder inequality
E
`}pt ´ Pt}2n`1F ˘ ď E `}pt ´ Pt}2nF ˘ 12 E´}pt ´ Pt}2pn`1qF ¯ 12 .
The end of the proof of the uniform estimates is now easily completed. The proof of the
theorem is now completed.
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8.2 Uniform propagation of chaos
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the uniform estimates in (29). We set
Zt “ pPt, Xt, ζt, ξtq χt :“ ξ1t ´ ζ1t HpZtq :“ }χt}2 and qt :“ pt ´ Pt.
We have
dχt “
`
Aχt ´
`
ptS ξ
1
t ´ PtSζ1t
˘` qtSXt˘ dt` qtC 1R´1{22 d´Vt ´ V 1t¯ .
Observe that
ptSξ
1
t ´ PtSζ1t “ ptSχt ` qtSζ1t .
This implies that
dχt “
`pA´ ptSqχt ´ qtS `ζ1t ´Xt˘˘ dt` dMt (63)
with
dMt “ qtC 1R´1{22 d
´
Vt ´ V 1t
¯
.
The angle bracket matrix xMyt “ pxMpkq,Mplqytq1ďk,lďr1 is given by the formula
BtxMyt “ 2qtSqt. (64)
To check this claim observe that
dMtpkq “
ÿ
l
´
qtC
1R´1{22
¯
pk, lq d
´
Vt ´ V 1t
¯
plq
This implies that
BtxMpkq,Mpk1qyt “ 2
ÿ
l
´
qtC
1R´1{22
¯
pk, lq
´
qtC
1R´1{22
¯
pk1, lq
“ 2
ÿ
l
´
qtC
1R´1{22
¯
pk, lq
´
R
´1{2
2 Cqt
¯
pl, k1q “ 2pqtSqtqpk, k1q.
This ends the proof of (64). On the other hand we have
d }χt}2 “ 2xχt, dχty ` trpxMytq dt
“ 2 “xχt, pA´ ptSqχty ´ xχt, qtS `ζ1t ´Xt˘y ` tr `q2t S˘‰` 2xχt, dMty
This yields
dHpZtq “ Lt pHq pZtq dt` dMtpHq with dMtpHq :“ 2xχt, dMty
with
Lt pHq pZtq “ 2
“xχt, pA´ ptSqχty ´ xχt, qtS `ζ1t ´Xt˘y ` tr `q2t S˘‰ .
We also have
dMtpHq “ 2řk χtpkq dMtpkq
ñ BtxMpHqyt “ 4řk,k1 χtpkqχtpk1q BtxMpkq,Mpk1qyt
“ 8 řk,k1 χtpkq pqtSqtqpk, k1q χtpk1q
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This implies that
BtxMpHqyt :“ 8 xχt, qtSqtχty.
Using (27), (6) and (61) we check that
Lt pHq pZtq ď µpAq }χt}2 ` |µpAq|´1
››qtS `ζ1t ´Xt˘››2 ` 2µpSq }qt}2F .
On the other hand, we have››qtS `ζ1t ´Xt˘›› ď }qt}F }S} ››ζ1t ´Xt›› .
This implies that
Lt pHq pZtq ď µpAq HpZtq ` βtpZtq
with
βtpZtq “
”
|µpAq|´1 }S}2 ››ζ1t ´Xt››2 ` 2µpSqı }qt}2F .
In much the same way we have
BtxMpHqyt ď HpZtq γtpZtq with γtpZtq :“ 8 }S} }qt}2F .
By Theorem 8.1, and using the uniform estimates stated in (53) and in Proposition 7.2 for
any 2n ă 1` N´12r1 we have
sup
tě0
E pβtpZtqnq 1n ď cpnq{
?
N and sup
tě0
E pγtpZtqnq 1n ď cpnq{
?
N.
The proof of the uniform estimates in (29) is now a direct consequence of Lemma 7.1. This
ends the proof of Theorem 3.6.
9 Proof of proposition 5.3
The estimate (43) is a direct consequence of the perturbation lemma 1.1 and the triangle
inequality (28).
Now we come to the proof of (44). We set
Xt “ X˘t ´Xt and Qt “ qPt ´ Pt.
Arguing as in (63) we have
dXt “
´
pA´ qPtSqXt ´QtS `Xt ´Xt˘¯ dt` dMt with BtxMyt “ QtSQt. (65)
This implies that
d}Xt}2 “ 2
”
xXt, pA´ qPtSqXty ´ xXt, QtS `Xt ´Xt˘y ` tr `Q2tS˘ {2ı` dMt
with a real valued martingale with angle bracket
BtxMyt “ 4 xXt, QtSQtXty ď 4}S} }Xt}2 }Qt}2.
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Using the same arguments as in the proof of (29) given in the end of Section 8 we conclude
that
E
`}Xt}2n˘ 1n ď eµpAqt E `}X0}2n˘ 1n ` c ż t
0
eµpAqpt´sq }Qs}2F ds
for any n and some finite constant c. Using (43) we arrive at the estimate
E
´
}Xt ´ X˘t}2n
¯ 1
2n ď eµpAqt{2 E
´
}X0 ´ X˘0}2n
¯ 1
2n
`c
„ż t
0
eµpAqpt´sq e2µpAqs ds
1{2
}P0 ´ qP0}F
ď eµpAqt{2
„
E
´
}X0 ´ X˘0}2n
¯ 1
2n ` c1 }P0 ´ qP0}F
for some finite constant c1. Also notice that
(23) and (44)
ñ E
´
} pXt ´ qXt}2n¯ 12n ď eµpAqt{2 „E´} pX0 ´ qX0}2n¯ 12n ` c }P0 ´ qP0}F .
This ends the proof of proposition 5.3.
10 Proof of theorem 3.4
We have
dpXt ´Xtq “ pA´ PtSqpXt ´Xtq `R1{21 pdW t ´Wtq ` Pt C 1R´1{22 pdVt ´ V tq
This implies that
d}Xt ´Xt}2 “
“
2xXt ´Xt, pA´ PtSqpXt ´Xtqy ` trpR1 ` PtSPtq
‰
dt` dMt
with some martingale Mt s.t.
BtxMty ď }Xt ´Xt}2 trpR1 ` PtSPtq
We set AP :“ A ´ PS. For any u Ps0, 1s there exists some time horizon τupP0q ě 0 such
that for any t ě τupP0q
sup
těτupP0q
µpA´ PtSq ď p1´ uq µpAP q
This yields
d}Xt ´Xt}2 “
“
2p1´ uq µpAP q }Xt ´Xt}2 ` cpuq
‰
dt` dMt
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and
BtxMty ď }Xt ´Xt}2 cpuq
for some finite constant cpuq whose values only depend on u. By lemma 7.1 we conclude
that
sup
tě0
E
`}Xt ´Xt}n˘ ă 8
for any n ě 1.
When X˘t is the steady state Kalman-Bucy diffusion we have qPt “ P , for any t ě 0. In
this situation (65) takes the form
dXt “
`
APXt ´QtS
`
Xt ´Xt
˘˘
dt` dMt
with Qt “ P ´ Pt and a martingale Mt with BtxMyt “ QtSQt. This implies that
d}Xt}2 “ 2
“xXt, APXty ´ xXt, QtS `Xt ´Xt˘y ` tr `Q2tS˘ {2‰` dMt
with a real valued martingale with angle bracket
BtxMyt “ 4 xXt, QtSQtXty ď 4}S} }Xt}2 }Qt}2.
Using the log-norm Lipschitz estimate (50) in corollary 5.8 we have
}QtS}F ď }S}F }Qt}F ď cpuq exp p2p1´ uqµpAP qtq }S}F }P0 ´ P }F
tr
`
Q2tS
˘_ }QtSQt}F ď cpuq2 exp p4p1´ uqµpAP qtq }S}F }P0 ´ P }2F
for any u Ps0, 1s, and t ě 0, and for some constant cpuq that depends on u.
We set
Zt “ pXt, Ptq HpZtq “ }Xt}2 and MtpHq :“Mt
and we consider the parameter α :“ µpAP q and the function
τtpZtq :“ cpuq exp p2p1´ uqαtq }S}F }P0 ´ P }F }Xt ´Xt}
βtpZtq :“ cpuq2 exp p4p1´ uqαtq }S}F }P0 ´ P }2F
γtpZtq :“ p4}S}q cpuq2 exp p4p1´ uqαtq}P0 ´ P }2F
In this notation we have
dHpZtq ď LtpHqpZtq dt`MtpHq
with
LtpHqpZtq ď 2α HpZtq ` 2 τtpZtq
a
HpZtq ` βtpZtq and BtxMpHqyt ď HpZtq γtpZtq.
We also have
E pτt pZtqnq 1n ď c1puq exp p2p1´ uqαtq}P0 ´ P }F
E pβt pZtqnq 1n _ E pγt pZtqnq 1n ď c2puq exp p4p1´ uqαtq}P0 ´ P }2F
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for any n ě 1, for some constants cipuq that depends on u, with i P t1, 2u. Using lemma 7.1
we check that for any u Ps0, 1s and any t ě 0 we have
E
`}Xt}2n˘ 1n ď eαt E `}X0}2n˘ 1n ` cpuq ep1´uqαt}P0 ´ P }2F .
for some constants cpuq that depends on u. Using (23), we also check that
E
”
} pXt ´ qXt}2nı 12n ď cpuq ep1´uqαt{2 ˆE´} pX0 ´ qX0}2n¯ 12n ` }P0 ´ P }F˙
where qXt is the steady state Kalman-Bucy filter. This ends the proof of the proposition.
11 Proof of Theorem 3.5
To simplify the presentation we assume that qP0 “ P .
We further assume that the algebraic Riccati Equation (21) has a positive definite fixed
point P (so that P is invertible). We also assume that µpA´ PSq ă 0.
We let
´
Xt, X˘t
¯
be a couple of Kalman-Bucy Diffusions (10) starting from two possibly
different Gaussian random variables with covariance matrices pP0, P q. We recall that
pXt “ E `Xt | Ft˘ and qXt “ E´X˘t | Ft¯
satisfy the Kalman-Bucy Recursion (8) associated with the covariance matrices pPt, P q, with
Pt given by the Riccati Equation (9).
Let pηt, η˘tq be the (Gaussian) conditional distributions of
´
Xt, X˘t
¯
given the σ-field Ft
generated by the observation process. The conditional Boltzmann-Kullback Liebler relative
entropy of ηt w.r.t. η˘t is given by the formula
Ent pηt | η˘tq “ ´1
2
´
tr
`
I ´ P´1Pt
˘` log det `PtP´1˘´ A´ qXt ´ pXt¯ , P´1 ´ qXt ´ pXt¯E¯ .
To estimate the logarithm of the determinant of the matrices PtP
´1 as t Ò 8 we use the
following technical lemma.
Lemma 11.1. For any pr ˆ rq-matrices pA,Bq we have
}A}F }B}F ă 1
2
ùñ |log det pI ´Aq| ď 3
2
}A}F }B}F
Proof. For any n ě 1 we have
|trpAnBnq| ď }A}nF }B}nF
Using the well-known trace formulae
log detpI ´ABq “ trplog pI ´ABqq “ ´
ÿ
ně1
n´1 trpAnBnq
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we conclude that
| log detpI ´ABq| ď ´ log p1´ }A}F }B}F q
The last assertion comes from the inequality
0 ď ´ log p1´ uq ď u` 1
2
u2
1´ u “ u
ˆ
1` 1
2
u
1´ u
˙
ď 3u{2
which is valid for any u P r0, 1{2r.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
For any u Ps0, 1s, and t ě 0, there exists some cpuq that depends on u s.t.
}I ´ P´1Pt}F ď }P´1}F }P ´ Pt}F ď cpuq exp p2p1´ uq µpA´ PSq tq }P0 ´ P }F
Applying Lemma 11.1 to A “ pP ´PtqP´1 there exists some t0 that depends on pP0, P q
and some finite constant c such thatˇˇ
log det
`
PtP
´1˘ˇˇ ď 3
2
}P ´ Pt}F }P´1}F
for any t ě t0. On the other hand, using the monotocity properties of Pt we haveˇˇ
tr
`
I ´ P´1Pt
˘ˇˇ “ ˇˇtr `P´1pP ´ Ptq˘ˇˇ
ď ˇˇtr `P´1˘ˇˇ |tr pP ´ Ptq| ď ˇˇtr `P´1˘ˇˇ }P ´ Pt}F .
Finally, we notice thatˇˇˇA´ qXt ´ pXt¯ , P´1 ´ qXt ´ pXt¯Eˇˇˇ ď ››P´1›› } qXt ´ pXt}2.
We conclude that
0 ď Ent pηt | η˘tq ď 3
2
››P´1››
F
´
} qXt ´ pXt}2 ` }P ´ Pt}F¯
for any t ě t0. The end of the proof of (25) is now clear. This ends the proof of theorem 3.5.
12 Conclusion
We have designed and analyzed a new class of conditional nonlinear diffusion processes
arising in filtering theory. In contrast with conventional nonlinear Markov models, these
Kalman-Bucy diffusion type models depends on the conditional covariance matrices of the
internal random states. To analyze the stability properties of these models, a series of
functional contraction inequalities have been developed w.r.t. the Wasserstein distance,
Frobenius norms on random matrices and relative entropy criteria.
In this framework, the traditional Kalman-Bucy filter resumes to the time evolution of
the conditional averages of these nonlinear diffusions. The stability properties of the filter
are now deduced directly from the ones of the nonlinear model.
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The second important contribution of the article concerns the long-time behaviour and
the refined convergence analysis of Ensemble Kalman filters. The EnKF is interpreted
as a natural mean-field particle approximation of nonlinear Kalman-Bucy diffusions. The
performance of the EnKF is measured in terms of uniform Ln-mean error estimates and
uniform propagation of chaos properties w.r.t. the time horizon.
We end this article of an avenue of open research problems.
The first project is to extend the analysis to nonlinear diffusions with an interacting
function that depends on the covariance matrices of the random states. A toy model of that
form is given by the one dimensional diffusion
dXt “ VarpXtq pdWt ´Xtdtq
where Wt stands for a Brownian motion. It is readily check that this nonlinear diffusion
is well-posed. In addition, the variance Pt “ VarpXtq “ P0{p1 ` P0tq satisfies the Riccati
equation
BtPt “ ´P 2t and Xt “ pX0 ` P0Wtq{p1` P0 tq.
Besides the fact that the convergence rate of Pt towards 0 is not exponential, following the
stochastic analysis developed in the present article several uniform propagation of chaos
properties can be developed for this toy model is a rather simple way. The extension of
these results to more general multidimensional diffusions with drift remains an open research
question.
The second open question is to analyze the long-time behaviour of the extended EnKF
commonly used in nonlinear filtering theory, and more particularly in the numerical solv-
ing of data assimilation problems arising in ocean-atmosphere sciences and oil reservoir
simulations.
Another important problem is clearly to develop uniform propagations of chaos proper-
ties of the EnKF in discrete time settings. Last, but not least a series of research projects can
be developed around the fluctuations and the large deviations of this new class of mean-field
type particle models.
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Appendix
Proof of lemma 1.1
The first assertion is a direct consequence of the inequality
}Es,tpA`Bq}2 ď exp
ˆż t
s
µpAuq du`
ż t
s
}Bu}2 du
˙
The above estimate is a direct consequence of the matrix log-norm inequality
µpAt `Btq ă µpAtq ` µpBtq and the fact that µpBtq ď }Bt}2
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This ends the proof of the first assertion. To check the second assertion we observe that
BtEs,tpA`Bq “ pBtEtpA`Bqq EspA`Bq´1 “ AtEs,tpA`Bq `BtEs,tpA`Bq
This implies that
Es,tpA`Bq “ Es,tpAq `
ż t
s
Eu,tpAq BuEs,upA`Bq du
for any s ď t from which we prove that
eβApt´sq}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA ` αA
ż t
s
eβApt´sq e´βApt´uq }Bu} }Es,upA`Bq} du
“ αA ` αA
ż t
s
}Bu} eβApu´sq}Es,upA`Bq} du
By Gro¨nwall’s lemma this implies that
eβApt´sq}Es,tpA`Bq} ď αA exp
„ż t
s
αA}Bu} du

This ends the proof of the lemma.
Proof of lemma 5.4
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of Lemma 5.4. Let P1 and P2 be the
covariance matrices of some r-valued random variables Z1 and Z2. Let Zi be an independent
copie of Zi, with i “ 1, 2, and set
Z1,2 :“ Z1 ´ Z2 and Z1,2 :“ Z1 ´ Z2.
Observe that
Z1 ´ Z1 “
`
Z2 ´ Z2
˘` `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘
and for any i “ 1, 2 we have
2 Pi “ E pZiq with the random matrix Zi :“
`
Zi ´ Zi
˘ `
Zi ´ Zi
˘1
.
This yields the decomposition
Z1 ´ Z2
“ ``Z2 ´ Z2˘` `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘˘ ``Z2 ´ Z2˘` `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘˘1 ´ `Z2 ´ Z2˘ `Z2 ´ Z2˘1
“ `Z2 ´ Z2˘ `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘1 ` `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘ `Z2 ´ Z2˘1 ` `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘ `Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘1 .
This shows that
2 pP1 ´ P2q “ E
´`
Z2 ´ Z2
˘ `
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
˘1¯` E´`Z1,2 ´ Z1,2˘ `Z2 ´ Z2˘1¯
`E
´`
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
˘ `
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
˘1¯
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from which we prove the trace formula
2 trpP1 ´ P2q “ 2 E
`@
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2, Z2 ´ Z2
D˘` E `}Z1,2 ´ Z1,2}2˘ .
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we find that
2 |trpP1 ´ P2q| ď 2 E
`}Z1,2 ´ Z1,2}2˘1{2 E `}Z2 ´ Z2}2˘1{2 ` E `}Z1,2 ´ Z1,2}2˘
ď 8 E `}Z1,2}2˘1{2 E `}Z2}2˘1{2 ` 4 E `}Z1,2}2˘ .
This yields
1
2
|trpP1 ´ P2q| ď 2 E
`}Z1 ´ Z2}2˘1{2 E `}Z2}2˘1{2 ` E `}Z1 ´ Z2}2˘
from which we find that
1
2
|trpPη0q ´ trpPηˇ0q| ď 2 W2pη0, ηˇ0q }ηˇ0pe2q}1{2 `W2pη0, ηˇ0q2.
In much the same way, we have
4 }P1 ´ P2}2F “
ÿ
1ďi,jďr
”
E
´´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
piq
´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
pjq
¯
`E
´´
Z2 ´ Z2
¯
piq
´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
pjq
¯
` E
´´
Z2 ´ Z2
¯
pjq
´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
piq
¯ı2
.
This implies that
2 }P1 ´ P2}2F “
ÿ
1ďi,jďr
„!
E
´´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
piq
´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
pjq
¯)2
`
!
E
´´
Z2 ´ Z2
¯
piq
´
Z1,2 ´ Z1,2
¯
pjq
¯)2 ` !E´´Z2 ´ Z2¯pjq´Z1,2 ´ Z1,2¯piq¯)2 .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we prove that
2 }P1 ´ P2}2F ď 2
ÿ
1ďiďr
E
`pZ1,2 ´ Z1,2qpiq2˘ ÿ
1ďjďr
E
`pZ2 ´ Z2pjq2˘
`
« ÿ
1ďiďr
E
`pZ1,2 ´ Z1,2qpiq2˘ff2 .
This implies that
?
2 }P1 ´ P2}F ď
?
2 E
`}Z1,2 ´ Z1,2}2˘1{2 E `}Z2 ´ Z2}2˘1{2 ` E `}Z1,2 ´ Z1,2}2˘
ď 4?2 E `}Z1,2}2˘1{2 E `}Z2}2˘1{2 ` 4 E `}Z1,2}2˘ .
We find that
}Pη0 ´ Pηˇ0}F ďW2pη0, ηˇ0q }ηˇ0pe2q}1{2 ` 1?
2
W2pη0, ηˇ0q2.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
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Divergence regions - 2d observers
We illustrate the spectral analysis discussion given in section 4.1 with 2-dimensional partially
observed filtering problems associated with the parameters
pr1, r2q “ p2, 1q, C “ r1, 0s , pR1, R2q “ pId, 1q
and some unstable drift matrix A with a saddle equilibrium, that is
´detpAq “ A2 ^A1 ą 0
with the column vectors A1 “
ˆ
A1,1
A1,2
˙
and A2 “
ˆ
A2,1
A2,2
˙
. In the above display
A2 ^ A1 stands for the cross product of the vectors A2 and A1. Whenever A1,2 ­“ 0 the
system is observable and controllable; thus there exists some unique steady state P and
RepλmaxpAqq ă 0, or equivalently
trpAq ă P1,1 and A2 ^ P1 ą A2 ^A1
The set of admissible fluctuation matrices Q (that is s.t. P `Q ě 0) is defined by
QpP q :“  Q P Sr1 : “P1 ´ 12 Q1‰^Q2 ` “P2 ` 12 Q2‰^Q1 ă P1 ^ P2(
XtQ P Sr1 : Q1,1 P r´P1,1,8r and Q2,2 P r´P2,2,8ru
Given some Q P QpP q several cases can happen. In the most favorable case, we have
pP1,1 ´ trpAqq ą ´Q1,1 and detprpA1 ´ P1q ´Q1, A2sq ą 0 ðñ RepλmaxpA´QSqq ă 0
The determinant condition is equivalent to
Q1 ^A2 ă A2 ^ P1 ´A2 ^A1
To be more precise, we have two negative eigenvalues when trpA ´QSq2 ą 4detpA ´QSq,
otherwise we have a spiral phase portrait with complex eigenvalues with negative real parts.
In both cases the matrix A ´ QS remains stable. Skipping the discussion on borderline
cases, the other situation that may arise is that
Q1 ^A2 ą A2 ^ P1 ´A2 ^A1 or 0 ă P1,1 ´ trpAq ă ´Q1,1
When the l.h.s. condition is met, the eigenvalues have opposite sign and the stochastic
observer experience a catastrophic divergence in the direction of the eigenvector associated
with the positive one. When the r.h.s. condition is met, both eigenvalues are negative real
numbers if trpA ´ QSq2 ą 4detpA ´ QSq, otherwise they are both complex with the same
negative real part. In both situations the observer diverges. The divergence set (34) is given
by
Qdiv “ tQ P QpP q : Q1 ^A2 ą A2 ^ P1 ´A2 ^A1u
Y tQ P QpP q : Q1,1 ă ´pP1,1 ´ trpAqqu
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For instance for
A “
„
1 2
1 3

ùñ P »
„
8.7 14.5
14.5 30

and A »
„ ´7.4 2
´13.5 3

Notice that the system is locally ill-conditioned as λmaxpAq “ 5.4913 ą 0. The set of
admissible fluctuations is given by
QpP q :“ tQ P Sr1 : Q1,2Q2,1 ` 14.5pQ1,2 `Q2,1q ă 52.2` 8.7Q2,2 ` 30Q1,1 `Q1,1Q2,2u
X tQ P Sr1 : Q1,1 P r´8.7,8r and Q2,2 P r´30,8ru
In this situation we have
Qdiv » tQ P QpP q : Q1,2 ă 1.5Q1,1 ´ 1.8u Y tQ P QpP q : Q1,1 P s´8.7,´4.7ru
In this situation the stable subset of QpP q is given by
Q P QpP q : Q1,2 ą 1.5Q1,1 ´ 1.8 and Q1,1 P s´4.7,8r
These convergence and divergence sets without the admissible conditions are illustrated
in figure 1.
The trace of the divergence domain with diagonal matrices (i.e. Q1,2 “ 0 “ Q2,1) resume
to diagonal matrices s.t.
Q1,1 P s1.2,8r and 0 ă 52.2` 8.7Q2,2 ` 30Q1,1 `Q1,1Q2,2
The trace with the stable domain is
Q1,1 P s´4.7, 1.2r and 0 ă 52.2` 8.7Q2,2 ` 30Q1,1 `Q1,1Q2,2
An illustration of this set is given in figure 2
The fluctuation/divergence effects we can expect when the observer is driven by fluctu-
ations entering into the divergence domain are illustrated in figure 3 A series of realization
of the stochastic observer driven by fluctuation matrices in the stable domain are presented
in figures 4a,4b; the ones driven by fluctuation matrices in the divergence set are presented
in figures 4c,4d. The entries Q2,2 are not seen by the observer so we assume that Q2,2 “ 0.
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Figure 1: fluctuation-divergence effects
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